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Table 1.1 Parameters of a Model Pinhole/Occulter Facility
X-ray Observations
Angular resolution 0.2 arc sec
Field of view 1 degree
Total area 15000 cm2
Time resolution 1 msec
Spectral range 2--120 keV
Sensitivity @ 20 keV 10-5 ph/cm2sec keV
Sensitivity @ 5 keV O.03p,Jy
Mass 450 kg
Power 250 watts
Telemetry 250 kbps
Coronal Observations
Ultraviolet Coronagraph-Spectrometer
Angular resolution 1 arc sec
Telescope aperture 44 x 44 cm
lime resolution 10 sec
Spectral range 300--1700 ,_
Spectral resolution X/AX 10000
Sensitivity 5 x 105 ph/cm2sec sr
Magnetic sensitivity < 2 gauss
Deployed Size 1.3 m × 1.3 m x 5.5 m
Mass 280 kg.
Power 140 watts
Telemetry 120 kbps
Visible/UV Coronagraph
Angular resolution 1 arc sec
Telescope aperture 50 cm
Time resolution 1 sec
Spectral range 1100 ,_--1.1 /_
Spectral resolution broad-band and
line filters
Sensitivity 14th mag.at 3 Ro
Size 1 m x 1 rn × 2.5m
Mass 200 kg
Power 130 watts
Telemetry 1 Mbps
Overall System
Boom length (deployed) 50 m
Mass of occulter 50 kg
Total mass 4200 kg
Total volume 1.5 pallets
Power 570 watts
Telemetry 1.4 Mbps
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Preface
The outer solar atmosphere exhibits a great variety of dynamic and ener-
getic plasma phenomena, from the catastrophic energy release of solar flares to
the steady acceleration of the solar wind. Observations from space during the
past two maxima of the solar activity cycle have laid the groundwork for under-
standing the physics of the solar corona. The Pinhole/Occulter Facility contains
the instruments necessary for achieving fuller knowledge: broad-band X-ray
imaging, combined with simultaneous ultraviolet spectroscopy and visible/UV
imaging.
Recent spectroscopic measurements with a new rocket-borne ultraviolet
coronagraph together with white-light observations have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of determining the plasma properties of the extended solar corona. The
Pinhole/Occulter Facility will provide the instrumentation required to apply such
measurements to detailed studies of the physics of solar wind acceleration and
coronal activity. At the same time, X-ray astronomy has progressed, through the
surveys by small satellites and the "deep" observations of soft X-rays by the
Einstein Observatory, to a level at which it has become a major component of
astronomical investigation. The Pinhole/Occulter represents the first serious
effort to broaden the spectral band available to X-ray astronomers at high angu-
lar resolution (below one arc sec), and is an effective complement to AXAF and
other future soft X-ray facilities.
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility originated as a concept during the discus-
sions of the NASA Facility Definition Team for Hard X-ray Imaging, formed in
response to an Announcement of Opportunity (AO #5) for the development of
instrumentation for Spacelab. A full account of the proceedings of this Facility
Definition Team is given in the document UCSD-SP-79-03 and in the minutes of
its meetings, and in proposals for Spacelab instruments based upon the concept.
Following this, an ad hoc committee to study the pinhole concept was formed. It
was realized at the outset that the long focal length needed for hard X-ray imag-
ing would make advanced coronal observation possible as well; the ad hoc com-
mittee therefore included representation in this discipline. The report of the ad
hoc committee (NASA TM-82413, 1981) describes a model configuration of the
facility and its instrumentation which largely matches that described below. In
response to the activities of this committee, NASA in 1980 formed a Science
Working Group for the study of the concept. This group includes X-ray astron-
omers as well as solar physicists.
The present report summarizes the scientific definition at a pre-phase A
level by the Science Working Group for the Pinhole/Occulter Facility. A compan-
ion second volume giving further technical details and the results of engineering
analysis will appear in Spring 1983. The Pinhole/Occulter concept has now
reached the level of scientific and engineering definition at which a full systems
analysis in a Phase A study of concept feasibility should be undertaken.
The Science Working Group would like to thank the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration for the support and assistance it has received from
J. Parker, C. De Sanctis, and many other people at the Marshall Space Flight
Center in the course of these studies. The continued support of NASA
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Headquarters personnel, especially D. Bohlin, E. Chipman, and G. Newton is
gratefully acknowledged. Dr. S.T. Wu of the University of Alabama has been very
helpful in organizing Science Working Group meetings. Finally, we would like to
thank W.A. Baity of UCSD for scientific editorial work in the preparation of this
report.
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C.J. Crannell NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
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1. Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction and Summary Some of the important scientific questions
addressed by the Pinhole/Occulter are:
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility is a novel instrumen-
tation concept that will provide a major improvement in What are the mechanisms of particle acceleration at
sensitivity and resolution for both X-ray and corona- the Sun, in flares and in the corona?
graphic observations of the nonthermal phenomena cen-
tral to understanding solar activity. It will also make What is the nature of energy release in solar flares?
possible high-energy cosmic X-ray observations with
unprecedented angular resolution (0.2 arc sec) and _vill What mechanisms provide the energy and momen-
provide hard X-ray information complementary to the turn for the solar wind?
soft X-ray data from AXAF. In essence, the Pinhole/
Occulter Facility consists of a long boom, erected from What propels coronal transients and flare ejecta?
the Shuttle bay or other space platform, separating an
X-ray mask/occulting disk from X-ray detectors and How do active galactic nuclei couple with their
coronagraphs. The long separation permits very high environments?
angular resolution.
What are the mechanisms of particle acceleration
The Pinhole/Occulter is designed to study the and propagation within supernova remnants?
nonthermal phenomena that lie at the heart of plasma
dynamics in the solar corona. These include the What are the physical conditions in the acceleration
acceleration of nonthermal particles in solar flares and regions of jets?
in disturbances of the corona, as well as the expansion
of the corona into interplanetary spa(_e to form the solar The instrumentation necessary to confront these
wind. The Pinhole/Occulter will provide key information questions must provide a long baseline -- 50 meters in
regarding the energetics of solar flares, with diagnostic the model configuration -- separating the occulter from
information that can relate flare phenomena to the the detector-plane instruments. For X-ray observations,
powerful acceleration of 10--200 keV electrons in the this long baseline permits the high angular resolution of
energy-release phase. The corona, as revealed by 0.2 arc sec to be reached. For coronal observations in
observation over the last solar cycle, consists of a tan- the visible/UV and out to the extreme ultraviolet, the
gled network of complex elements organized by electro- occulter provides a large shadow -- similar to a total
dynamic processes. In and among the magnetic struc- eclipse of the sun -- allowing large-diameter optics to
tures, the plasma exhibits a wide range of physical achieve high angular resolution and great sensitivity.
parameters. The interactions among these elements -- High sensitivity also makes possible the high spectral
and with the transition region which links the active resolution with which the physical parameters in the dis-
corona with the chromosphere -- produce the tant corona can be probed. For both X-radiation and for
phenomena of solar activity and the solar wind. Diag- classical coronal observations, the Pinhole/Occulter
nostic information on all spatial and temporal scales, technique provides qualitatively new observational capa-
including the smallest, is essential for an accurate bility. In the next cycle of solar activity we therefore
description of these phenomena, anticipate an even greater gain in knowledge than has
been achieved in the past one.
The Pinhole/Occulter also will provide a facility for
X-ray astronomy that combines broad spectral response,
excellent angular resolution, and high throughput into a
large-area detector (1.5 m2). Such an instrument will 1.2 Scientific Background
fruitfully observe a wide range of astronomical sources,
ranging from extragalactic (active galaxies and clusters) The solar corona represents a frontier for solar
to galactic (supernovae, obscured objects such as the astrophysics,: it is faint, so observations have been
galactic center, and stars). The stellar observations difficult, and it contains many puzzles and problems not
deserve particular mention because in many cases they answered by traditional astronomical theories. We know
involve similar physics to that of the solar observations, that the solar wind blows, but not how it obtains its mass
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and energy from the cooler layers of the atmosphere. Coronal physics has depended upon four major
We know many effects of transient phenomena in the observational windows: white light, emission lines from
corona -- including some felt on the surface of the the lowest corona in wavelengths down to the soft X-ray
Earth -- but know little of the causes or mechanisms region, radio frequencies, and the in situ measurements
involved. We know that there is an intimate involvement possible in the solar wind. Adequate diagnostic informa-
of the corona with solar flares and with other manifesta- tion is not presently available -- even on coarse angular
tions of solar activity, but we do not understand the scales- in vital spectral regions. The Pinhole/Occulter
plasma physics well enough to know how the energy is Facility will give the first detailed hard X-ray observa-
stored and released into spectacular forms. In the most tions and will permit emission-line diagnostics
striking energy release, the flare, we have not been able throughout the corona, significantly expanding our diag-
to trace the energy release in the impulsive phase from nostic and remote-sensing knowledge of the dynamic
source to sink. coronal plasma.
The image of the corona in Figure 1.1 shows fine X-ray observations of the corona have much
structure at the resolution limit of the observations. The scientific matter in common with galactic and extra-
physics of the solar corona depends upon the properties galactic X-ray astronomy. For example, the acceleration
of this unresolved substructure in ways that are not and transport of nonthermal electrons are important
understood. The exploration of the physics of these processes that have not been studied adequately in
structures is the main goal of the Pinhole/Occulter Facil- supernova remnants, galactic nuclei (including our own),
ity. The answers will explain energy transfer and and clusters of galaxies. The Pinhole/Occulter Facility
deposition, the acceleration of energetic particles and of will greatly extend the spectral range over which these
the solar wind itself, and the motion of the transients objects can be studied; more importantly, it will provide
through the coronal structures, higher angular resolution than that which has been avail-
able to date.
1.3 Scientific Objectives
The scientific objectives of the Pinhole/Occulter
Facility can be divided into four major areas: solar
activity, coronal structure and solar-wind generation,
coronal transients, and X-ray astronomy. The nonsolar
observations use the same instrumentation, and many of
the specific scientific problems are related to the solar
ones. In the following we detail the primary scientific
objectives.
1.3.1 Solar Activity
X-radiation is the natural emission medium for the
bulk of the solar corona. The corona consists of
million-degree plasmas interacting dynamically, with
occasional intrusions of relatively cold matter. The plas-
mas are quite active, and the techniques of radio astron-
omy show that innumerable plasma instabilities, particle
accelerations, and other essentially nonthermal
phenomena characterize this activity. The observations
of the corona to date have only partly explored its com-
plexities, and vital observations (including those
described briefly below) have not yet been possible.
The solar X-ray observations of the Pinhole/
Occulter Facility will provide an angular resolution lim-
ited by diffraction at 0.2 arc sec. This angular resolutionFigure 1.l-Solar corona:the solar eclipseof 1980 Feb 16, photo-
graphedat Pelem,India (CourtesyHigh Altitude Observatoryand equals approximately the angle subtended by the density
Southwesternat Memphis). scale height in the coolest part of the solar atmosphere,
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a shortest characteristic distance scale of -- 150 km. At
the same time the use of large-area detectors will give
unprecedented sensitivity for the study of faint coronal
sources. Given these capabilities, two major observa-
tional areas are opened up: the study of particle
acceleration in solar flares, especially the relationships
among nonthermal and thermal phenomena in the lower
corona, transition region, and chromosphere; and the
study of coronal phenomena directly in the
bremsstrahlung of freshly accelerated electrons.
Solar flares consist of at least two distinguishable
phases of energy release: impulsive and gradual. The
impulsive phase produces the striking microwave and
hard X-ray bursts that show the presence of the intense
acceleration of 10--100 keV electrons. Gamma-ray
observations indicate that acceleration of ions to rela-
tivistic energies also occurs in the impulsive phase.
Electrons accelerated during the impulsive phase often
contain a large fraction (up to 10 32 ergs greater than Figure 1.2--ThehardX-ray sources (squares representing bright 8 arc
20 keY) of the total flare energy. The most urgent prob- secpixelsasobservedfromthe SolarMaximumMission)lieat opposite
lem in understanding this energy release lies in deter- foot points of a magnetic flux tube. The microwave contours, from VLA
observations, show the top of the tube (Hurford, 1982).
mining precisely where it occurs within the large-scale
structure of the flare. Hard X-ray imaging observations
from the Solar Maximum Mission have detected in a few
large flares the high density footpoint regions where the In addition, the P/OF X-ray measurements will delineate
accelerated electrons lose most of their energy. In con- the role of the energetic particles in other flare
trast, high resolution microwave mapping of the same phenomena such as the production of EUV, white light
flares shows brightening at the tops of the magnetic and other impulsive phase emissions; the evaporation of
loops, in between the footpoints (Figure 1.2). new material into the corona to form the high tempera-
ture flare plasmas; and the ejection of material from the
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility will provide the Sun with the formation of shock waves.
orders of magnitude increase in sensitivity and in angu-
lar and temporal resolution needed to locate the 1.3.2 Coronal Structure and Solar-Wind Genera-
accelerationflare energy release region, which is tion
believed to be in the low density corona, and to trace the
propagation of the energetic electrons through the flare Observations of the solar corona from space have
structure. Then complementary soft X-ray, EUV and reached a technological plateau in the exploitation of
optical observations can provide diagnostic information relatively small apertures in visible light. Future
to help answer these fundamental questions: developments will emphasize spectroscopic observa-
tions over a broad range of wavelengths, large-aperture
optics, and resonance-line diagnostic studies of the
-- Where does the particle acceleration and energy physical conditions in the solar-wind acceleration region
release occur in flares? of the corona. We have identified several specific prob-
lems:
-- What are the mechanisms which accelerate parti- What mechanisms deposit energy and momentum in
cles in solar flares? the corona? The generation of the solar wind on open
field lines and the heating of the solar corona in closed
magnetic structures (especially in active regions) are
-- What is the nature of the energy release in solar two very significant unsolved problems. The Pinhole/
flares? Occulter observations wili provide the necessary diag-
nostic information to study the physical processes of
energy and momentum transfer on angular scales small
enough to resolve the relevant structure.
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How do the physical properties of coronal magnetic flare energy release. The source of this energy is
loops depend upon their photospheric origin? As presently unknown; the participation of the corona itself
seen in Figure 1.3, both active and quiet regions of the in stabilizing or energizing the material that forms the
sun contain elaborate networks of loops that link the transient is not understood. The Pinhole/Occulter Facil-
photosphere with the corona. Such loops may connect ity will let us make diagnostic observations in the mag-
different active regions or even different hemispheres, netic structure of these transients.
The Pinhole/Occulter observations will provide diagnos-
tic information on these structures and the transition
between open and closed magnetic field regions of the How are nonthermal particles accelerated in the
coronal plasma, corona? Each of the numerous types of radio bursts
known at meter wavelengths requires a different popula-
tion of nonthermal electrons. The mapping of source
regions in hard X-radiation, together with diagnostic
information from the P/OF coronal instruments, will show
us where and how the particle accelerators work.
1.3.4 X-ray Astronomy
The observational goals of X-ray astronomy match
closely those desired for the solar corona: high sensi-
tivity, high angular resolution, high time resolution, and
broad spectral coverage. The Pinhole/Occulter is thus a
general-purpose instrument suitable for a broad variety
of objectives in X-ray astronomy. Specific targets for
observation range from solar-type phenomena in stars to
exotic objects such as neutron stars and black holes.
For extended objects, including clusters of point
sources, the Pinhole/Occulter will provide detailed
images with unprecedented angular resolution.
Figure 1.3--Skylab image of soft X-ray corona (courtesy American Sci- How do active galactic nuclei interact with their
enceandEngineering). environments? X-radiation provides a tool for observ-
ing high-energy particles in the nuclei and jets found in
active galaxies. The VLBI radio observations of these
1.3.3 Coronal Activity objects show that they contain angular structure on a
wide variety of angular scales. The X-ray and radio
The corona exhibits stable structures, but it also observations are complementary probes of the distribu-
contains many types of variations and transient tions of matterand fields in the sources; the objective of
phenomena. The intense and highly organized radio the Pinhole/Occulter observations will be to discover the
emission shows that nonthermal processes accelerate energetics and mechanisms of the jets. Figure 1.4
particles to high energies during various types of tran- shows the Einstein image of the giant radio galaxy
sient .perturbation. The plasma physics of these Cen A, indicating the existence of a barely resolved X-
unstable regions is generally known only sketchily, since ray lobe structure oriented with the radio and optical
virtually no direct diagnostic observations exist. The jets. Response in the hard X-ray band will permit the
active corona represents a true frontier for solar physics, Pinhole/Occulter to probe further into the acceleration
with broad implications for many other astrophysical and regions of both galactic and extragalactic jets.
laboratory investigations.
What propels coronal transients? The expulsion of a How do nonthermal particles propagate in supernova
coronal transient requires a great deal of energy. For remnants? Supernova remnants may accelerate high-
the flare-related transient, the energy in the coronal dis- energy particles, perhaps by mechanisms resembling
turbance may exceed that in the other known forms of those found in the solar corona. The most spectacular
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example is the Crab Nebula (Fig. 1.5), in which the pul- The direct solution to these requirements is the
sat is directly responsible for particle acceleration, creation of a facility capable of maintaining a large
Pinhole/Occulter observations will reveal the details -- separation, on the order of 50 m, between an occulter
at very high resolution -- of the propagation of energetic and the various telescopes and detectors. The rela-
electrons in the wisps and filaments, tionship between the diffraction-limited angular resolu-
tion @ in arc sec, the boom length I in m., and the lowest
available energy E in keV, is given by @2 /E = 50. For
x..... ,. _, _. • • X-ray observations the simplest kind of imaging system
• ,• _ _ : ....._,_ : _ ..... , that can take advantage of the long separation to pro-
_ :_o_: : ,:i:::::_:_:::*::._z . °. . duce high resolution is the pinhole camera: a small hole
• _ i-!i:,:::_i in the remote occulter will produce a sharp image on the
detector array• Practical versions of such an imager use
multiple holes in an optimum coded-aperture array to
give a high throughput.
_•° The remote occulter will also provide a large
shadow area at the detector plane• Large-aperture
, optics (diameters of order 50 cm) can then make sensi-
'_ tive observations of the faint solar corona with good time
resolution• The large aperture will also result in excel-
lent diffraction-limited spatial resolution.
A concept for the Pinhole/Occulter Facility that
••_, •. o ,_o, makes use of the resources of the Space Transportation
System is described below briefly, and illustrated in the
....._" .... frontispiece.
°
Figure 1.4--Superposed optical and X-ray (Einstein) images of the
nearby radio galaxy Cen A. Black contours show Einstein data with arc-
minute resolution; white contours (high resolution X-ray data) show the
jet emerging from the nucleus of the galaxy (Feigelson et al., 1982).
1.4 Scientific Requirements
The problems discussed above require for their
solution a new order of high-resolution, high-sensitivity
observations of X-radiation and of coronal visible and
ultraviolet emissions. The X-ray observations should
have sub-arc sec resolution to match the resolution
available now or in the near future in other wavelength
bands. The sensitivity of the X-ray observations must be
very high in order to detect the faint hard X-ray emis-
sions from the solar corona. This implies a large collect-
ing area. Finally the use of large-aperture coronal tele-
scopes is also mandatory both to achieve fine spatial
resolution and to obtain the high sensitivity and good Figure 1.5--Soft X-ray (Einstein) and hard X-ray images of the Crab
time resolution resulting from high photon counting Nebula, the latter (contour lines) from balloon observations (Makishima
rates, and Pelling, 1982).
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1.5 Configuration Concept requiring one grid on the occulter plane and one at the
detector itself. The detector is mounted on an x-y stage
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility consists of a self- so that the 3.4 arc minute field of view can frame a suit-
deployed boom of 50 m length, which separates an able solar active region. The high-sensitivity imager is a
occulter p/ane from a detector p/ane. The X-ray detec- straightforward coded-aperture system, with a single grid
tors and coronagraphic optics mounted on the detector on the occulter plane and a large (> 1°) field of view.
plane are analogous to the focal-plane instrumentation Section 1.6 explains these techniques further.
of an ordinary telescope, except that they use the
occulter only for providing a shadow pattern. The
occulter plane is passive and has no electrical interface The two X-ray detection systems have been
with the rest of the Facility. The standard Instrument designed to bring X-ray observational capability to a
Pointing Subsystem orients the boom to within a few level matching that of the best optical (SOT) and
arc sec of the point observed. The general layout is as microwave (VLA) facilities. The coronal hard X-ray
shown in the frontispiece of this report. Table 1.1 gives observations of the Pinhole/Occulter will have substan-
general information about the Pinhole/Occulter Facility, tially higher resolution (8 arc sec) than coronal observa-
together with the observational characteristics of the tions at meter wavelengths (generally -- 1 arc min), our
model detector-plane instruments, best guide heretofore on the nonthermal effects in the
dynamic corona.
1.5.1 Facility The total area (1.5 m_ in five 3000 cm2modules) of
the Pinhole/Occulter X-ray detectors makes it compa-
The facility consists of the occulter plane, the rable to the largest X-ray astronomy counter experi-
retractable boom, the detector plane, and the alignment ments. In addition to the resulting high sensitivity, the
system. The boom is of a type used for deployment of coded aperture provides very good angular resolution.
spacecraft antennas and solar panels. Booms of com- An integration of 104 sec for an energy band of 2--
parable dimensions have been built and tested. The 10 keV would detect (5o-) a point source at 30 nJy
control of the boom requires active control of the lowest (0.03 UFU). The counters themselves are xenon-filled
frequency resonant modes. The technology exists and position-sensitive multiwire proportional counters, based
can be tailored to the Pinhole/Occulter application, as upon the technology established by HEAO-1.
shown by detailed modeling of the boom dynamics in the
Shuttle mechanical environment.
Accurate aspect sensing and the internal transfer 1.5.3 Coronagraphic Instrumentation
of the information is an important element of the
Pinhole/Occulter system, because the desired angular Two separate telescopes on the detector plane use
resolution is comparable to that of the best at any other the occulter for sensitive visible light and ultraviolet
wavelength except for VLBI radio astronomy. The avail- coronal observations. These instruments are not
ability of aspect-sensing technology for the 0.2 arc sec coronagraphs of the types previously used for observa-
resolution of the Pinhole/Occulter depends strongly tions from space; they exploit the large-diameter shadow
• upon progress in other programs. The Space Telescope, in a manner more nearly resembling eclipse observa-
SOT, AXAF, or other high-resolution Spacelab experi- tions. The visible light/UV telescope has optics of 50-
ments will establish the necessary technology within the cm' diameter, while the telescope of the ultraviolet
time frame appropriate for the Pinhole/Occulter. coronagraph-spectrometer has a 44-cm aperture. The
latter instrument obtains spectroscopic information in
the 300--1700 _ spectral range with a resolution of ,k
1.5.2 X-ray Instrumentation = 1 x 104. Stray-light suppression requires an internal
occulter as well as the use of vignetting by the remote
There are two imaging X-ray systems: a high- occulter. The visible/UV instruments obtain coronal
reso/ution imager, with an angular resolution of images in broad band white light and at selected visible
0.2 arc sec, and a high-sensitivity imager, with a large and UV wavelengths. Each coronal telescope has an
field of view and a total detector area of 1.2 m2. The angular resolution of 1 arc sec and is capable of imaging
high-resolution imager uses Fourier-transform X-ray a 90 ° sector of the corona out to 10 Ro from the sun's
optics, a modern derivative of the modulation collimator, center.
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1.6 Hard X-ray Imaging images on a position-sensitive detector (Figure 1.6). A
single image may then be produced by a straightforward
At X-ray energies above about 10 keV, focusing correlation function. This type of imaging system has a
optics become very inefficient because of the difficulty multiplex advantage to provide very high sensitivity,
of obtaining refraction or reflection. The formation of since fully half of the detector area can observe all
images at higher energies relies upon making shadow regions of the source. Furthermore, such a single-grid
patterns with the incident radiation, an approach that approach avoids the need for a precise metering struc-
began with the. invention of the modulation collimator ture. The modern developments such as the "uniformly
(Oda 1965) and which has had numerous applications in redundant array" (Fenimore and Cannon 1978) have
X-ray astronomy (Bradt eta/. 1968; Oda 1982). excellent image quality (Figure 1.7). For a given mask-
detector separation, the angular resolution is limited by
For solar observations, the Hard X-ray Imaging the spatial resolution of the detector; for a 50-meter
Spectrometer (HXIS) on the Solar Maximum Mission is separation and 1 mm position resolution, one can obtain
the most sophisticated hard X-ray imaging system yet an angular resolution of 8 arc seconds.
flown (van Beek et al. 1980). It produces a direct image
with resolution of 8 arc sec (FWHM) through the use of To attain higher resolution, the limitations imposed
multiple grids and a very rigid and precise metering by the detector characteristics can be overcome by
structure. The sensitivity of such a collimator is quite Fourier-transform imaging systems (Makishima eta/.
low, because each detector element is dedicated to 1978). This technique requires a pair of grids, which are
viewing only a single area on the sun. Because of this divided into a moderate number of separate areas called
and the difficult mechanical problems represented by subcollimators. Each of the --10-100 subcollimator
the metering structure and the alignment of the multiple grids has a set of slits with a distinct orientation and
grids, it is clear that this approach cannot easily be width (Figure 1.8). The illumination pattern for each sub-
extended to produce a breakthrough in resolution and collimator, as measured by a detector with only
sensitivity, moderate spatial resolution, can be shown to represent a
single Fourier component of the spatial distribution of
In the years since the HXlS experiment was the X-ray source (Hurford and Hudson 1982). In precise
defined, high-resolution imaging with major gains in sen- mathematical analogy to aperture synthesis in radio
sitivity has become possible with techniques that do not astronomy, the set of subcollimator outputs can then be
require precise metering structures. In particular, con- Fourier-transformed to yield an image of the source (e.g.
siderable progress has been made in coded-aperture Fomalont and Wright 1974) using the data-processing
imaging (Dicke 1968), where a single mask containing techniques that have been highly developed for radio
multiple pinholes produces many overlapping simple telescopes such as the Very Large Array (VLA).
X-RAY CAMERA
f
X- RAY APERTURE RECORDED COMPUTER RECONSTRUCTED
SOURCE PICTURE DECODING IMAGE
PROCEDURE
Figure 1.6--The basic steps in coded aperture imaging. The aperture consists of many holes. Thus, many overlapping images of the source are
observed simultaneously, but have to be de-multiplexed or decoded. The special distribution of holes (i.e., a uniformly redundant array) allows the
unfolding to be pedormed without the introduction of artifacts (Fenimore et al., 1979).
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Although this approach requires two sets of grids, the The Pinhole/Occulter Facility requires the use of
Fourier-transform system requires precise knowledge both types of imaging system in order to meet the
only of their relative displacement; control of their reia- scientific objectives for the X-ray observations. Detailed
tive placement or orientation does not need to be very numerical simulations of the performance of the two
precise. The Fourier-transform approach has the multi- types of imaging system have been carried out, leading
plex advantage also, and provides almost as much sen- to the preliminary configuration represented by the
sitivity as the coded-aperture approach. The coded- model instrumentation described in this report.
aperture imager has better image quality on complex
sources and a larger field of view; the Fourier-transform
imager has higher resolution. For a 50-m separation and
slits 50 microns wide (similar to those of HXIS), a
Fourier-transform imager can give 0.2 arc sec resolution. IncidentphotonsI
z
Subcollimotors
I _ GridI
er
............................... m ....
/,
GRIDPLANES\
POSITION"-*
Figure 1.7--A demonstration of the imaging capabilities of coded aper-
ture imaging. Both images are of an implosion of a glass microballoon, Figure 1.8-Schematic views (not to scale) of a Fourier transform X-ray
seen from different angles during a laser-fusion experiment. The top telescope. The top panel shows two widely separated grids, each of
image is from a conventional pinhole camera and the bottom image is which Is divided into several subcollimators. Because of a slight
from a uniformly redundant array. The images agree down to the level of difference in the spacing of the top and bottom slits in each subcollima-
detectable features (1% of peak). Differences (such as in the halo) are tor, the spatial distribution of counts (lower panel) measures a Fourier
due to the different look angles. Seen are the bright core, which is the component of the source. The choice of Fourier component is deter-
compressed, laser-heated DT fuel; the halo, which is the remains of the mined by the width and orientation of the slits. As in radio interferometry,
glass microballoon; and bright points on the supporting stalk (Fenimore measurements of many Fourier components can be transformed to yield
et al., 1979). an image of the source (Hurford and Hudson, 1982).
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1,7 Facility Development the detectors could proceed until a very large area X-ray
observatory came into being. Again a space platform
This document constitutes Volume I of the Final offering long exposure times would be an ideal location
Report of the Pinhole/Occulter Facility Science Working for such an evolved Pinhole/Occulter dedicated to X-ray
Group; the remainder of the report details the scientific astronomy.
definition of the P/OF observational program, together
with the instrumental requirements for these observa-
tions. The second volume of the Final Report is to be
released in Spring 1983, and will contain the results of
technical and feasibility studies as well as a more
detailed account of the instrument concept. The two
volumes together comprise a pre-phase A definition of
the Pinhole/Occulter Facility. The next programmatic
step in the development should consist of a Phase A
study, which will provide a detailed feasibility assess-
ment within the resources of the Space Shuttle and its
capabilities for supporting such scientific investigations.
The Phase A study will also provide a basis for realistic
cost estimates based upon a hardware development
plan.
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility is a stand-alone
Shuttle facility suitable for advanced studies of solar
flares, the solar corona, and cosmic X-ray sources. In
these areas the brief exposure of a sortie mission will
generate an excellent scientific return, and the versatility
of the Shuttle should make possible several flights
oriented to specific astrophysical questions. Ultimately,
however, the Pinhole/ Occulter should become a part of
a longer-term space observatory. There are three
essential reasons for this: observations of rare transient
phenomena are needed; longer-term synoptic coverage
is essential for understanding and monitoring other
phenomena, including the generation of the solar wind;
and long exposure times are required for certain faint
sources.
The optimum step in the evolution of the Pinhole/
Occulter Facility therefore appears to be the creation of
an advanced, comprehensive observatory on a semi-
permanent platform in space. For solar observations this
would be the Advanced Solar Observatory, incorporating
the Solar Optical Telescope along with advanced instru-
mentation in other wavelength regions. The Solar Max-
i imum Mission has shown clearly that a coordinated
!group of telescopes and detectors offers many advan-
tages in probing the strongly inhomogeneous and time-
varying phenomena found in the solar atmosphere. The
construction of an Advanced Solar Observatory consist-
ing of state-of-the-art solar instruments would represent
an ideal exploitation of the flexibility inherent in the
Space Shuttle systems.
For X-ray astronomy the Pinhole/Occulter would
evolve differently. Improvements and augmentation of
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2. Solar X-Ray Observations (Kane et el., 1982), show that the foot-points of these
loops are relatively bright hard X-ray sources. These
The X-radiation from a solar flare results from bright footpoints are probably produced by electrons
direct thermal emission of high-temperature plasmas, or which have been accelerated higher up and precipitated
from the bremsstrahlung of energetic electrons. The into the dense chromosphere; the actual acceleration
sudden appearance of material at temperatures exceed- region would be too faint to have been observed by the
ing 107K now appears to be the central act of a solar instruments used at present. The observations to date
flare, while the chromospheric (Ha) flare and other low- have not had sufficient angular resolution to determine
temperature phenomena are more in the nature of whether individual macroscopic flux tubes or filamentary
consequences, albeit interesting and important ones. structures are responsible; nor have they clarified the
The bulk of the soft X-ray source in a solar flare first relationship of the impulsive phase to the growth of the
appears in the impulsive phase, marked by intense hot flare loops that constitute the gradual phase.
bursts of hard X-rays, EUV emission lines, and
microwaves. Sensitive and high-resolution observations
OGO-5 X-RAY PLOT
of soft and hard X-radiation offer us the best opportunity ,oo.ooo ............ , .....
to study the plasma physics of this energy release.
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility has the major obser- ,o._ _ _.,,., .._ ,_
vational objective of defining the geometry of energy
release on sub-arcsecond angular scales. P/OF will '_ 9.6 - 19.2 lleV
provide X-ray observations with sufficient angular reso- _ (,,TE,,.OJ
lution to match the optical and radio data from the Solar ,oo , ,. _ -
Optical Telescope (SOT) and the Very Large Array (VLA) ,..,_., , _,.,,._.,,,_ _ ,_2-_,,vto give a comprehensive view of solar activity on angular "_r_l_
(RATE 1.0)
scalessufficientto isolateneartyhomogeneous regions
in the solar atmosphere. The sections below describe I. (,,,E,o2_
the scientific areas of interest for the high-resolution ''_ ' I'l- _._f_"_' 1 ..... _ " '
X-ray observations. These areas include the impulsive ____ ,so,v(RATE x 0.02 )[ rj :o :....energy release of solar flares, as marked by intense °"rJ 'hard X-ray and microwave emission; the gradual energyrelease into hot, dense loops; and the coronal nonther- . . . . _ ......... _ .... ... ,
real activity that may occur with or without a solar flare. _,o_ 2,0 z,,_ z,2o 2,_ 2,3o
Section 4 of this report emphasizes coronal phenomena
observable with both the X-ray and coronagraphic Figure 2.1--The impulsive phase of a solar flare, showing the great simi-
larity between the hard (>50 keV) X-rays and the 8.8 GHz Microwave
instruments of P/OF. bursts. The great rounded peak at lower energies is due to high tempera-
ture flare plasmas.
2.1 Flare Impulsive Phase HXIS observed numerous flares in its hard X-ray
energy bands (16-22 keV and 22-30 keV) that display
Intense hard X-ray and microwave bursts mark the the characteristic impulsive behavior associated with
impulsive phase of a solar flare, as illustrated in Figure nonthermal energy release. These hard X-ray sources
2.1. To produce the fluxes observed, a substantial frac- are compact -- often apparently unresolved at 8 arc sec
tion of the total flare energy must go into the accelera- resolution -- and appear to be imbedded in the
tion of 10--100 keV electrons during this phase, with the corresponding soft X-ray source. This finding agrees
collisional energy losses of these electrons subse- with the reasonable supposition that the hard X-ray
quently contributing to other phenomena observed in emission occurs in the compact magnetic loop struc-
flares, tures that start to become visible in soft X-radiation dur-
ing the impi41sive phase energy release.
The geometry of the impulsive phase appears to
consist of closed magnetic flux tubes, since we know Further than this, the foot-points of the loops
from interplanetary observations that most of the elec- appear to be brighter than the tops of the loops. This
trons are trapped at the sun (Lin and Hudson, 1971; behavior appeared in at least three flares, those of 1980
1976). The observations from the Solar Maximum Mis- April 10 (Hoyng et eL, 1981a), 1980 May 21 (Hoyng et
sion and Hinotori, plus the stereoscopic observations el., 1981b), and 1980 Nov. 5 (Duijveman et el., 1982,
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which also summarizes the other "footpoint flares"). The Hinotori observations confirm the tendency of
This evidence for the thick-target interactions of a impulsive-phase hard X-ray sources to show a patchy
stream of nonthermal electrons has been corroborated spatial distribution, with evidence that the bright patches
by.EUV emission-line observations from SMM (Cheng et occur at the footpoints of coronal magnetic loops. The
al., 1981) which also show foot-point brightenings. Fig- illustration in Figure 2.3 shows a Hinotori observation in
ure 2.2 shows the bright footpoints in the 1980 Nov. 5 which the hard X-ray brightenings matched the He rib-
flare, bon locations quite well (Ohki et al., 1982).
The P/OF X-ray observations will provide sufficient
resolution and sensitivity to locate the acceleration and
N _22.5 27 _ flare energy-release region so that its properties can be
i i__1 1 --_ studied in detail. For the first time, it will be possible to
provide detailed information on the fundamental flare
energy release and particle acceleration processes.
__j _ _ L___ While the SMM and Hinotori X-ray observations were
limited to a resolution of -- 10 arc sec, structure on size
I scales down to a few hundred km (< 1 arc sec) is\
known to dominate some solar magnetic phenomena.
\
I
t /2- ,', l
;" L//=0
A _
NOV 5, 1980 -- 22:33:05
Figure 2.2--Contour plots in soft (3.5--5.5 keV) and hard (16--30 keV)
X-rays. The frames outline the HXIS fine field of view. The integration
time is 22.5 sec during the impulsive spike of the flare of 1980
November 5. The contour levels are 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%, 6.25%
and 3.125%. The pixel size is 8" x 8"; corresponding to half the width of
one step of the "staircase" shapes at the corners of the fields of view. Figure 2.3--Hard X-ray image of the impulsive phase of a flare of May 8,
The hard X-ray bright spots are labelled A, B and C, and the soft X-ray 1981, superposed on an He photo image observed at the Big Bear
sources can be seen to link these spots. The dashed line shows the Observatory. The contour levels correspond to 40% and 70% of the peek
magnetic neutral line (Duijveman et al., 1982). of the main source.
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The ability of P/OF to attain high time resolution at The He emission of a solar flare -- almost the
its angular-resolution limit is extremely important, definitive feature of the whole complex of phenomena --
Energy transport even at electron speeds of a few tenths is the best-studied chromospheric effect, and recently
of the speed of light will then become detectable. Acton et al. (1982)have shown directly that impulsive
Motion of a conduction front (Brown et al., 1979) or a Ho_ brightening coincides with the evaporation of the
wave of "evaporated" chromospheric material at about chromospheric material into the corona. The soft X-ray
the ion sound speed would give an X-ray source that spectroscopic observations show the heated chromo-
drifts more slowly, a few arc sec in a few seconds of spheric material welling upward during the impulsive
time. The detection of such motions will greatly clarify phase (Feldman et aL, 1981; Antonucci et al., 1982).
the dynamics of flare phenomena that low-resolution What is the mechanism of this evaporation? Do nonther-
observations have only suggested. Kane and Raoult mal effects accompany the expansion of flare ribbons in
(1981) have argued that the acceleration site in the the late phase? These questions require hard X-ray
impulsive phase may move downward as a flare observations with high resolution and good sensitivity.
progresses. Imaging observations will resolve any such
motion unambiguously.
The mechanisms by which the flare effects reach
into the dense atmosphere are not presently known.
Candidate theories consider heating by nonthermal par-
2.2 Impulsive Optical/EUV Emissions ticles, by Alfven waves, by compression, or by electro-
dynamic coupling. The hard X-ray spatial signature of
The impulsive phase is accompanied by optical these will generally differ, and the P/OF high-resolution
and EUV emissions that arise in the transition region and observations have an excellent chance to distinguish
chromosphere, and in rare cases the photosphere also is among these possibilities by measurements of the
affected (white-light flares; see the example in Figure strength and location of the heating.
2.2). The white-light continuum was observed in the
"first" solar flare (Carrington, 1859), and in a handful of 2.3 Two-ribbon Flares
flares since this time (e.g. Svestka, 1976). Related
impulsive emissions appear in the extreme ultraviolet, Solar flares viewed in He generally tend towards
and studies of ionospheric disturbances have shown that one of two morphologies: compact and two-ribbon (e.g.
an excellent correlation exists between hard X-ray and Sturrock, 1980). The "two-ribbon" characteristic refers
impulsive EUV emissions (Kane and Donnelly, 1971 to the distribution of He emission in two parallel bands,
Donnelly and Kane, 1979). The impulsive radiation from which move gradually apart during the main phase of the
a solar flare probably represents the deepest atmos- flare. Such flares tend to occur in relatively simple
pheric penetration of the flare phenomenon, resulting active regions, sometimes without spots; they are typi-
from the most intense energy release within the flare cally accompanied by very long-lived soft X-ray emis-
area. sion (Sheeley et al., 1975), by type II radio bursts, by
coronal transients, and by the production of interplane-
tary high-energy protons (Kahler et al., 1978).
The most plausible explanation of the two-ribbon
flare phenomenon yet advanced is that of Kopp and
Pneuman (1976), who argue that reconnection of
previously-opened magnetic field lines produces the
continued heating necessary for the long-lived soft X-ray
emission. Little direct evidence for this reconnection
exists; P/OF observations would show the reconnection
site as a weak X-ray enhancement and would provide
emission-line diagnostic information about the plasma
conditions occurring during the magnetic reconnection.
2.4 Microwave Bursts
Microwave emission as well as X-radiation givesFigure 2.4-- White light flare of 24 April 1981, 1357 UT, photographed at
3610 _ (22 _ band). The photo is 200 arc sec wide. Sacramento Peak information about the hot thermal plasma and nonther-
Observatory photo provided by D. Neidig. The photo is 200 arc sec wide. mal electrons in solar flares. Marsh and Hurford (1982)
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have recently reviewed the new information coming from 2.5 Meter-wave Bursts
high-resolution microwave interferometers such as the
VLA. The information provided by microwaves is quite Numerous types of solar radio emission occur at
different from that coming from X-radiation, both meter wavelengths (e.g., Wild et al., 1963; Kundu, 1965).
because of different emission mechanisms and because These bursts (types I-V) are caused by nonthermal elec-
of different radiative-transfer characteristics. The chief trons accelerated in a variety of conditions, and the
differences are due to the effects of the magnetic field radio emission mechanism may be gyrosynchrotron,
on the microwave emission. The hard X-ray emission plasma-wave conversion, or free-free emission. In all
mechanism is bremsstrahlung, produced when the 10 -- cases, bremsstrahlung X-radiation should be generated
100 keV electrons are absorbed in high-density regions and will define the source geometry in a way that has
(thick target) or when they pass through low-density not been possible until now.
regions (thin target). The hard X-ray emission thus
depends primarily upon the energy spectrum of the elec- The X-ray observation of the solar corona outside
trons and the local plasma density, of the flare proper is just beginning. The Skylab obser-
vations (Sturrock, 1980) and a long sequence of rocket
In the impulsive phase the microwave emission via flights have given us an excellent understanding of the
the gyrosynchrotron process depends strongly upon the morphology of the coronal soft X-ray sources. These
magnetic field strength as well as on the electron spec- sources consist of hot plasma trapped in closed mag-
trum at higher energies (typically > 100 keV). Thus the netic loops both large and small. The prior observations
microwaves give information concerning the quasi- have not defined the time variations of these structures
relativistic electrons and so provide a "tracer" which fol- in much detail, nor have they had the sensitivity to study
lows the tail of the accelerated-particle population, while the expanding corona on open field lines.
the hard X-rays reflect the lower-energy component that
contains the bulk of the total particle energy. This is an The hard X-ray observations of coronal nonthermal
important consideration, particularly in view of recent sources, known best up to the present from their meter-
SMM and VLA results which show that the hard X-rays wave radio emissions, form one of the main objectives of
and mi(;:rowaves are not spatially coincident (cf. Figure the Pinhole/Occulter Facility. Accordingly section 4 of
1.2). P/OF will bridge the energy gap between SMM and this report is devoted to this subject, including some of
Hinotori (typically _ 30 keV) and microwave the recent results coming from the SMM and Hinotori
(_ 100 keV)observations, spacecraft. Here we mention only the limb-occultation
observations (Frost and Dennis, 1971; Hudson, 1978;
Hudson et al., 1982; Kane et al., 1982) that unambigu-
In the gradual phase the microwave emission ously show the existence of coronal hard X-ray sources.
mechanisms are probably thermal: either free-free In such observations the flare occurs at a longitude on
emission or gyroresonance radiation. In the latter case, the invisible hemisphere, well below (e.g. 25,000 km) the
the microwave spectrum will again depend sensitively on line of sight grazing the limb. Figure 2.5 shows an exam-
the magnetic field. In either case the microwave emis- pie of the stereoscopic observations in.which the limb
sion maps out magnetic trapping structures, but with occultation clearly changes the detected X-ray spec-
different dependence upon the physical parameters, trum. The occultation observations, and analyses that
Simultaneous high-resolution imaging of both X-rays and attempt to infer the coronal portion of the emission from
microwaves therefore are complementary means for whole-sun X-ray observations (e.g. Kundu et al., 1982),
observing thermal, gradual-phase sources in solar flares. provide indirect data at best.
Propagation effects also play an important role in
the interpretation of microwave data: the sources are 2.6 Hot Thermal Sources
often optically thick. It is then difficult to determine the
absolute number of accelerated electrons from the Recent observations with a high-resolution hard
microwave spectrum alone. Since the X-radiation is X-ray spectrometer (Lin et al., 1981) showed that a rela-
optically thin, its quantitative interpretation is relatively tively hot isothermal source occurred in a solar flare of
straightforward. The X-radiation thus permits the elec- 1980 June 27. Figure 2.6 shows the observed spectrum,
tron population to be evaluated directly. X-ray and which includes a hard nonthermal source as well as the
microwave imaging together can isolate the basic physi- softer thermal spectrum. Such hot sources should cool
cal parameters -- density and field strength -- in the very rapidly by conduction, so their existence calls for a
source regions, strong, continuous energy input or else a mechanism
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(presently not understood) for confining the energy. The T(106 °K).
recent satellite observations (Hoyng et al., 1981b; 29.G 30.0 _0.4
Tanaka et al., 1982) suggest that such hot sources _' ' ' ' ' ' ' | ....
occur fairly commonly and may reach much higher tern- 104_ _ I_.," _'_peratures than the 3 x 107 K observed by Lin et al. It is _ 9o
ton°tkn°wnatpresentwhethertheses°urcesarerelatedtheflare whose _ I__'_" I ,",'_, ''8 _>X-ray loops cooling in the gradual Io2 _7 _==_
phase produces the loop prominence systems seen in _E I._T'_A.5'm''K"_/\ "_ '
l_ _ v.4._,lo'_%_-_ \ m_--T-_9.9,,#._Ho_. The imaging information from Hinotori indicates ihat _ ,, ..........
these sources are compact, but little is known about m lo°i x_ X_nemv.,.8,,o_,c_ _
their identification with other flare structures. 0_" _- _7 JUN-'-_U_E_O,.,'eSO_ _ 2"_"°sE4"4"_SOLARX-RAYS 5 NOVEMBER1979 _. I0 I 16!9
1741:20UT 2149:01UT 2347:30 UT IOI I02
I0 At'BSEC At-16SE¢ --\ At=4OEc PHOTONENERGY(keY)
_"_ _....._._.6._.,0_£-, \ _ "7-9"_. f;'_u_-- Figure 2.6--A hot ,29.9 x 106 °K) isothermal component is evident in this
-- hard X-ray spectrum from the solar flare of 27 June 1980 which was
_r' observed by a balloon borne instrument with _ 1 keY energy resolution.\ ,-8_ •m5__ _"t
i "_--" I=_ _;I_" 7 _'\ A power law component at high energies and a normal ,14.5 x 10e °K)
I0"z Pvo.//\,._/. _t_"/'\ _ _'_ flare plasma were also present in this flare. The chi-square 90%
tSEE-_ IWO , confidence contour is also shown (Lin et al., 1981).
. L_3E-3
i '°-_ '_¢ _"t' enough energies to characterize the hard X-ray
"_ l:_ -_ _ spectrum adequately, both because many of the
'o-_ _ .,}. phenomena to be studied emit at these energies,
and also because of the presence of bright and
I(_ I '''I ' 'Ill ' I , ,i,l I IIII I /_1 , ,,If , I,,I , ,,,Pc _ @ %',o _= ,P _o _o= _ _o' potentially confusing soft X-ray sources. In prac-
PHOTONE ERE;YE{keY} tice this means good response up to _100 keY;
response at still higher energies would also be
valuable for direct comparisons to radio emissions.Figure 2.5--A comparison of the X-ray spectra measured by the ISEE-3
and PVO instruments at the time of three flares on 5 November 1979
(1741:20, 2149:01 and 2347:30 UT). Note the difference in the third of 2. Spatial resolution. P/OF must observe struc-
these "stereo" observations: the PVO points lie well below those of tures on the same size scales observable by SOT
ISEE-3, showing that partial occultation occurred for this flare at the
PVO location. In the third flare (2347:30 UT),part of the X-ray source at and the VLA, namely 0.1--1 arc sec. This
height >/ 2500 km above the photosphere was occulted from the line of corresponds to a few hundred km at the sun.
sight of PVO, which measured only _ 10% of the X-ray flux from the
whole source measured with the ISEE-3 (Kane et al., 1982).
3. Sensitivity. Many interesting phenomena are
likely to be quite faint, especially those related to
the coronal phenomena discussed below. The sen-Hard X-ray imaging observations of such soft
sources can take advantage of the steep temperature sitivity of the P/OF X-ray instrumentation should
therefore be as good as possible, limited by count-dependence of the spectrum to separate the emission
regions more effectively than soft X-ray observations, ing statistics in a large-area counter. A flux sensi-tivity at 20 keV of 10-3 ph/cm 2 sec keV for a lO-
which have contributions from a broader range of tem-
sec integration on a point source is required.
peratures.
4. Dynamic range. A solar flare may produce an
2.7 Solar X-ray Observational Needs X-ray flux 6-8 orders of magnitude above the back-
ground, The detectors must not saturate over this
To meet these scientific goals, the range.
Pinhole/Occulter X-ray instrumentation must emphasize
the following characteristics (roughly in order of priority): 5. Time resolution. The requirement for msec
time resolution will be met by requirement (3), since
1. Response to hard X-rays. The P/OF X-ray the effective time resolution generally will be limited
detectors must cover the hard X-ray band to high by counting statistics.
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6. Spectral range. The instrumentation must 4. The detectors should be xenon-filled propor-
effectively observe soft X-rays (>/ 2 keV), since tional counters. Such counters are well
these delineate the magnetic structures of the developed, and much of the technology has been
corona in which the nonthermal phenomena and proven in numerous space applications (e.g.
particle acceleration take place; the observations Rothschild et al., 1981). They can be large in area
must extend up to -- 100 keV to observe the and simultaneously obtain sufficient position sensi-
coronal nonthermal sources, tivity to permit the readout of the image information.
7. Field of view. P/OF will be much more efficient 5. A mechanical shutter assembly will be
if the field of view of its X-ray imagers is large, necessary to obtain a very large dynamic range.
since the location of solar phenomena cannot This shutter will contain variable apertures with
presently be well predicted. A field of view of 3 arc different effective filter thicknesses to reduce the
min for a single active region, and of the whole sun low-energy solar flux.
for coronal observations, is required.
The required characteristics of the X-ray imaging
8. Observing interval. Because interesting solar systems are listed in Table 2.1.
phenomena may be rare and unpredictable, the
longest possible observing interval is desirable.
Table 2.1 X-ray Imaging Requirements
Coded-apertureImager
2.8 X-ray Instrument Concept Angular resolution 8 arc seo
Field-of-view wholesun (1°)
The development of imaging and detection systems Energyrange 2-30 keV
to meet all of these sometimes-conflicting requirements
has been the main challenge for the Science Working Energyresolution 10%(FWHM)@20 keY
Group and its predecessors. An early tradeoff study by
Hurford, together with considerable additional informa- Sensitivity in 10 sec 10-3 ph (cm2 sec keV)-1 @20 keY
tion, appears in the final report of the Hard X-ray Imag- Time resolution 1 msec
ing Facility Definition Team. We will not dwell in detail
on the analysis here, but simply describe the main
technical conclusions and briefly discuss the rationale Fourier-transform Imager
for each.
Angular resolution 0.2 arc sec
Field-of-view 3 arc min
1. Coded-aperture imaging should be used.
Focusing optics cannot presently give adequate Energyrange 2--120 keV
high-energy response. Energyresolution 10%(FWHM)@20 keV
2. A long "focal" length is needed. To obtain Numberof subcollimators 100
high angular resolution, and to minimize the detec-
tor requirements, a long separation between Time resolution 1 msec
occulter and detector is necessary. The model
configuration uses a 50-m boom to create this
separation.
3. There should be two imaging systems. The
requirements for large field-of-view and excellent
angular resolution tend to be mutually exclusive.
The strawman configuration therefore includes both
a Fourier-transform imager (Hurford and Hudson,
1982) for high resolution, and a coded-aperture
imager for broad field-of-view.
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3, Coronagraphic Observations including Te, Tp, Np, Voutf,ow,Vturbulent,plus the tempera-
tures, densities and chemical abundances of coronal
3.1 Introduction species other than electrons and protons. In some
cases it may also be possible to determine coronal man-
The concept of a Pinhole/Occulter Facility pro- netic fields using Hanle effect measurements.
vides a unique opportunity to study the solar corona in a
manner not available to stand-alone instrumentation. A
large occulting system permits the use of large-aperture 1_ ...... _ 500
instruments; which offer both high spatial resolution and I_ V_
high photon collection rates from the intrinsically faint IOs
corona. These two major advantages will permit, for the Nr _ e
first time, the study of small-scale phenomena in the -- /| \\ __ -I00
corona and will provide sufficient sensitivity to carry out __ 1071- \ / -_
diagnostic analyses of intensities and line profiles for _ _ l _"... -50 'E
_.'T -=
various coronal features, including the solar-wind _ °'.'.
acceleration region. _ IO'l'_t"__
I/ \ lNew plasma diagnostics using ultraviolet corona- _ 10graphic spectroscopy (Kohl and Withbroe, 1982;
Withbroe et al., 1982)combined with coronagraphic _ I _
observations at visible wavelengths can provide a 10_ 5
powerful tool for describing the plasma physics of
coronal structures out to beyond 8 Ro. Until recently
coronal ultraviolet spectroscopy has been confined to 10411.0 , _ , , , '%.1the low corona within a few tenths of a solar radius from 1.2 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
the solar surface. At higher levels coronagraphic obser- R_,DIUS(Rel
vations have consisted, primarily, of very limited visible
and IR forbidden line observations and broad-band Figure 3.1--Sample physical parameters as a function of height in the
corona. Quantities were obtained with low spatial resolution. Electron
measurements of the electron-scattered white light densities, Ne, were derived directly from white light observation of a
corona which determines only the electron density and coronal hole as were model-dependent outflow velocities, V. Electron
the geometric structure of the multi-fluid coronal plasma, temperatures at the coronal base (dashes) have been determined spec-
As a consequence, there has been very little information troscopically and a very limited number of ion (dots) and proton (solidline) kinetic temperatures have been obtained during eclipses and with a
on coronal temperatures, nonthermal velocities, outflow rocketcoronagraph.
velocities of coronal material to form the solar wind,
coronal magnetic field strengths, chemical compositions
and the spatial and temporal variations of these parame- Limited applications of combined UV and visible
ters. Figure 3.1 summarizes current measurements, coronagraphic diagnostics have already yielded low spa-
tial resolution measurements of kinetic proton tempera-
The available information has been insufficient to tures in coronal holes (Kohl eta/., 1980) and in quiet
place significant empirical constraints upon the identi- coronal regions (Withbroe et al., 1982). These measure-
ties and functions of plasma heating processes, solar ments which are based on observations of the line
wind acceleration processes, mechanisms for transport profile of resonantly scattered H I Lyman-_ radiation and
of energy and momentum in the corona and processes the white-light polarization and intensity have also pro-
for producing variations in chemical abundances. It also videcI an upper limit on the average outflow velocity of
has not been possible to determine the role of different protons in 4 arc-rain regions within 4 Ro of sun center.
coronal regions in contributing to the outward flow of P/OF would permit these techniques to be applied with
plasma into the solar wind or to determine the dominant spatial resolution on the order of 1 arc sec or temporal
physical processes controlling the evolution of coronal resolutions on the order of 10 sec. Equally important,
transients or the detailed effects of transients on the P/OF would,permit a very diverse set of plasma diagnos-
ambient medium, tics to be applied using EUV observations in the 300 ,_--
1700 _ range with high spatial and temporal resolutions.
This situation could be dramatically improved by
the Pinhole/Occulter Facility which will permit extensive The unifying theme of the Pinhole/Occulter
applications of new coronal diagnostic techniques for coronagraphic investigations is the physics of coronal
determining the basic plasma parameters of the corona substructures. In the past two decades, improvements
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of the classical observational techniques expanded our 3,2 Scientific Objectives
knowledge to the point where simple models cannot ade-
quately describe the sun's outer atmosphere: we must The primary goal of the coronagraphic instrumen-
now consider inhomogeneous geometrical models such tation of P/OF is to study the substructure of both open
as loops, streamers, and coronal holes. These coronal and closed magnetic field regions in order to understand
features are distinguished by their different tempera- the physical mechanisms which create, modify, and
tures, densities, and magnetic field configurations. An maintain the various types of coronal features. This
unknown nonradiative energy flux interacts with the broad objective can be logically broken down into five
coronal plasma in each type of feature, and in essence component parts, each dealing with either a common
controls its form. While with conventional UV and magnetic structure or a time scale over which the mag-
white-light coronagraphs we could distinguish some netic structure evolves.
characteristics of coronal features at the largest scale,
theory and models both demand a much finer spatial and
temporal scale to discriminate among competing physi-
cal mechanisms which operate in the substructure of 3.2.1 Understand the effects of processes that
various coronal features, deposit energy and momentum within the sub-
structure of the expanding corona and thereby
Specifically the coronagraphic instruments on generate the solar wind.
P/OF will concentrate upon the following scientific prob- In present spherically symmetric models of coronal
lems: expansion into the solar wind, energy is deposited in an
ad hoc manner near the base of the corona. This depo-
a. Understand the effects of processes that deposit
energy and momentum within the substructure of sition is usually in the form of thermal heating which is
converted to kinetic energy of bulk flow as the materialthe expanding corona and thereby generate the
solar wind. accelerates. But the corona is not spherically sym-
metric. We know coronal holes expand; these sources
of high speed solar wind streams start as rather compactb. Understand the coronal dynamics of processes
that deposit energy into the substructure of closed open field regions near the surface, and rapidly grow in
magnetic regions, area until they become major solar wind features. Par-
ticular attempts to model the high speed flow from
coronal holes indicate that heating alone, even over an
c. Understand the plasma processes occurring in
extended height range, cannot produce the needed
adjacent closed and open magnetic-field structures.
acceleration to match the in situ observations obtained
near earth. A direct deposition of momentum (e.g., byd. Understand the interactive mechanisms of the
waves or turbulent inhomogeneities), perhaps combinedplasma and magnetic tields as the corona reacts to
with the rapid expanding geometry, seems to be indi-
slowly-varying conditions on the solar surface.
cated. These mechanisms can lead to the necessary
acceleration very low in the corona (Zirker 1977,
e. Understand the dynamic processes that are
responsible for the expulsion of material from the Jacques 1977, Hollweg 1978, Holzer 1979, Pneuman1982).
solar surface in coronal transients and other ejecta.
However, the current models are almost uncon-
strained by observations; they use generalized proper-
The greatest potential for understanding the ties and averaged parameters. Thus only broad state-
macroscopic physics of the various open and closed ments can be made -- such as estimating where energy
structures in the corona lies in the ability to apply input would be most effective in solar wind acceleration.
plasma-diagnostic techniques at small spatial and tem- It is not known what mechanisms actually heat the
poral scales; this is the central observational thrust of corona and drive the solar wind. We must first lind the
the Pinhole/Occulter Facility. We describe in the location and extent of the deposition of energy and
remainder of this section the scientific questions momentum in open tield regions.
addressed purely by the visible/UV coronagraph and the
ultraviolet coronagraph/spectrometer. In Section 4, we It is not clear what fraction of the corona is
address the joint X-ray/coronagraphic observations of involved in the initial energy deposition. We know
the full set of instruments, which provide a very broad that close to the sun, the most dynamic regions are cen-
range of thermal and nonthermal diagnostics, tered in and over the chromospheric network. Here
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spicules of relatively cool gas are expelled from the could link the coronal sources and production mechan-
chromosphere and are heated as they merge into the ism with observed fluctuations observed by the Helios
corona. At the same time, transition-region observations spacecraft.
(characteristic of plasmas on the order of 100,000 K)
show general downflows over the network as well as As part of the investigation to determine the physi-
display small impulsive events with both strong upward cal energy deposition mechanism, we need to know are
and downward motions (Brueckner 1980). The outflows there peculiar physical conditions which expedite
could be the transition region counterpart of the chro- the coupling of the nonradiative energy flux with the
mospheric spicules. The material outflow in spicules coronal plasma? The plasma temperatures will cer-
and in transition-region plasma provides more than tainly rise, but is there a preferential range of densities
sufficient mass flux to replenish the corona from solar at the location of maximal energy input? Does the
wind losses. In fact most of the mass returns to the sun geometry of the magnetic field play an important role in
in the form of downflows observed in transition-region converting the nonradiative energy flux into plasma sig-
lines. The dynamics of this mass flow appear to be on natures that are directly observable? Could reflection or
spatial scales of 1 arc sec or smaller. Clearly this mix- wave-front interference be preferentially enhanced by
ing creates fluctuations in the magnetic field, and could the substructure of the magnetic field? Undoubtably,
be the site of "explosive" energy release. If this is truly variations in the plasma characteristics exist where
the source of coronal heating and solar wind generation, energy input is occurring, and these fluctuations will pro-
then we might expect to see only a small fraction of the vide valuable clues about the physical processes
corona involved in the heating process in the low corona, responsible for the heating.
and its effects would then propagate outward to fill a
larger fraction volume at increasingly greater heights.
The properties of solar wind particles are strongly
connected to the speed of the wind. Low-speed streams
Once the location and extent of the nonradiative are characterized by low proton temperatures (a factor
flux deposition can be observed, does the effect of the of 4 lower than electrons) and on occasion by a high
magnetic field geometryandstrength have a correla- helium abundance. On the other hand, high-speed
lion to the effectiveness of the energy input? Such a streams have high proton temperatures (a factor of two
study may distinguish between magnetic wave-particle higher than electron temperatures). Clearly the physical
interactions and turbulent, dynamic, energy sources mechanism responsible for accelerating the solar wind
driven by mass motion. The tracing of the magnetic field in coronal holes interacts with the plasma in a different
and energy deposition would lead to a better under- manner than the source of low speed wind. As heavy-
standing of the channeling and transport of energy con- ion in situ measurements are improved, we can expect
verted from the nonradiative flux. even more information on the interaction mechanism.
Such signatures should be directly observable in the
corona. Preferential ionic heating, abundance changes,
High-resolution temporal and spatial observations and ionic "freezing in" locations will present strict con-
are needed to ascertain whether or not the energy straints on the possible heating mechanism. Thus the
Input to the corona is continuous or "transient" in knowledge of the involvement of various ionic species in
nature. The random nature of impulsive chromospheric the heating and acceleration of the open magnetic field
spicule ejections and transition region expulsions of corona is of paramount importance.
matter may create a highly localized, pulsed energy
input. Signatures of such a process would be seen as
intense heating and acceleration which then may dissi-
pate as the ejecta spread to fill the outer corona. How- From the above arguments, monitoring the vari-
ever, if the interaction is via magnetic waves, then ous ionic species should identify the coronal
maybe sub-surface convection motions would heat the sources of low speed solar wind. Because of the
corona more or less uniformly, or at least their energy diverse 1 A.U. properties of low and high speed solar
input may be deposited along individual magnetic flux- wind, low speed sources may be produced by an entirely
tube substructures, different interaction mechanism. Thus it will be impor-
tant to study other open magnetic field structures such
as streamers, interstreamer regions, and the open areas
If turbulent fluctuations do exist, it may be possible of active regions -- especially their contrasting charac-
to Identify the sources of interplahetary radio scintil- teristics and properties compared to corresponding ones
lation. Plasma diagnostics performed on these features for coronal h()les.
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3.2.2. Understand the coronal dynamics of necessarily potential. Even small departures from
processes that deposit energy into the sub- potential configurations can produce currents
structure of closed magnetic regions, capable of heating the corona.
Most of the strong X-ray, EUV and visible forbidden b) Alfvenic disturbances. Generated by convection
line emission from the lower corona is produced in motions below the photosphere, the continual
closed magnetic regions, and more particularly, from stressing and motion of the magnetic field induces
individual flux tubes. Such tubes or loops of small scale twists, surface waves and body waves that prop-
and high intensity are found in ephemeral regions, larger agate along flux tubes to heat individual, and at
loops emanating from active regions, and loops of larger times apparently isolated loops.
scale in the quiet corona interconnecting active regions
or bridging between organized regions of opposite mag- c) Fast Mode MIlD waves. With their energy supply
netic polarity, similar to that of the Alfvenic disturbances, fast
mode waves need not propagate along the mag-
Considerable recent theoretical effort has been netic field structure of the loop and this may be
applied to the physics of loops. Quasi-static loop responsible for a more widespread generalized
models in energy balance seem capable of explaining heating of the corona than its more confined coun-
many observed gross properties of hot active region terpart.
loops. Unfortunately these models are not very sensitive
to the heating mechanism assumed and current observa- d) Small scale magnetic reconnection. The "salt
tions do not seem adequate to set firm constraints on and pepper" field structure at photospheric levels,
possible heating mechanisms. The geni_ral scientific especially in network regions, may reconnect with
goals concerning loop structures will necessarily stress the larger scale loops, sending energetic particles
the larger scale systems, although with the proper and waves along the resultant large scale loops as
mechanical design of P/OF and associated corona- they dissipate their energy into the coronal plasma.
graphic instrumentation, it should be possible to observe There is considerable evidence that this mechan-
most features almost to the iimb and even onto the disk ism occurs, although large scale reconnection is
for the shorter-wavelength instruments, presumably not important for static loops.
As with the discussion on open field lines in the
corona, we need to locate and define the extent of In most of the above mechanisms, the problem lies
heating and dissipation in loop structures. In most in finding an adequate dissipation mechanism. A
cases, the tops of loops appear hotter, possibly because number of such mechanisms have been studied (see
their lower density is incapable of adequately cooling the review by Hollweg 1981) but their predicted signatures
plasma through radiation, or because the energy input are difficult to observe as the dissipation processes may
mechanism preferentially selects this portion of the occur on very small spatial (and temporal) scales.
geometrical structure for its maximal release. There are
two other possibilities, however, to explain the energy
balance problem in the loops. The radiative, conductive, Early studies of active region loop structure show
both variable temperature loops and nearly isothermal
and bulk-flow energy transport may be so efficient that
the specific heating mechanism is unimportant in deter- loops coexisting in the same general coronal structure.Why is there an apparent thermal isolation and
mining the observational properties of the loop as a
differentiation of adiacent loops? Different heatingwhole. Finally, the apparent observational parameters
mechanisms may dominate individual adjacent substruc-
may merely reflect the existence of an ensemble of a
tures in loop systems because their connection to thenumber of unresolved substructures, each with its own
particular well-defined properties and physical mechan- photosphere and chromosphere represents entirely
different physical conditions. Thus the sub-arc sec sur-
isms. face structures may have a profound influence on
coronal loops at a correspondingly small scale. A recent
analysis by Dere (1982) of Skylab data shows a general
Most of the mechanisms considered for heating trend for the most intensely emitting loops to vary in
coronal plasma loops fall into several classes: temperature throughout an active region. However, the
observations are insufficient to resolve individual sub-
a) Anomalous dissipation of currents. Coronal loop structures (filling factors are much less than unity). We
systems must be very nearly force free, but are not need to know how the physical properties of individ-
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ual loops depend upon their photospheric origin. Is Thus the nonradiative energy flux from below should be
there a real distinction, either through the gross plasma the same and any differences in the corona should be
characteristics of their photospheric connection (e.g., due to magnetic geometry.
active regions or iarge-scale unipolar regions) or the
inferred complexity of the magnetic structures, among On a smaller spatial scale, there may be peculiar
loops of different spatial scales? If the physical charac- plasma effects at the interface between open and closed
teristics of active region loops can apparently be so field lines. Current sheets may be present; shear in bulk
different, then does this same phenomenon exist for the flow may exist. The types of phenomena that might be
largest-scale features such as the closed magnetic-field present are probably on a small scale.
structure of streamers or interconnecting active region
loops?
A specific example of this phenomenon is the dark 3.2.4 Understand the interactive mechanisms of
cavity observed to overlie prominences but surrounded the plasma and magnetic fields as the corona
by the bright structure of a streamer. Because only the reacts to slowly varying conditions on the solar
density contrast is presently known, we assume the sup- surface.
porting forces are produced by an increased magnetic
field strength and/or an increased coronal temperature The previous discussion focused upon the steady-
in the cavity. Also unknown is why the demarcation state nature of the corona, including the flow in open
between the cavity and the classical helmet structure is field lines and inhomogeneities that might be prop-
so sharp. Does the scale of the loops effect the energy agating in the substructure of coronal features. Because
generation mechanism such that the mass is allowed to the corona's existence is dictated by the nonradiative
drain from these particular loops? Once the plasma energy flux and the magnetic field protruding through the
properties of these cavities are known, we can then photosphere, it then must react as conditions slowly
attack questions as to why these loops are so physically evolve at the solar surface. The random motion of
different from their surroundings. While all energy input granulation will move the magnetic field foot points,
mechanisms may exist simultaneously, we need to creating currentsand modifying coronal structures.
ascertain what physical conditions are required for a
unique mechanism to be the dominant source of heating. As the coronal structures change, is there a
continual evolution of plasma properties and
geometries or do dynamically unstable processes
dominate? For example, coronal loops within active
3.2.3 Understand the plasma processes occur- regions are often quite stable in spite of obvious photo-
ring in adjacent closed and open magnetic-field spheric and chromosphere changes. Nevertheless the
substructures, loops do evolve and sometimes develop rapidly. Foot
point motion may imperceptibly modify a loop's
The previous discussions have treated open and geometry, with the plasma properties slowly adjusting to
closed magnetic-field regions as separate entities. But compensate for the new conditions. This will alter radia-
are the energy-deposition mechanisms really fundamen- tion, conduction, and enthalpy losses and may change
tally different? The apparent differences between these the amount of heating,, and hence produce further
two types of features may simply be controlled by the modifications of conditions within the loop. Such slow
geometry of the magnetic field. In one case the coronal evolution may occur most of the time in loop structures
plasma is confined and restricted; the other permits a (moving from one quasi-equilibrium state to another), but
substantial energy release mechanism through organ- its importance to the form and nature of the surrounding
ized bulk outward flows. A test of this hypothesis is best corona is unknown. The same phenomena may occur in
conducted on features whose energy input, both in form open field structures, but presumably to a lesser extent.
and magnitude, can be as similar as possible. Thus the
appropriate coronal area would be located in adjacent However, if the conditions are such that thermal
closed and open magnetic-field regions, and/or MHD instabilities occur, then radical changes on
a short time scale would be expected. Once a dynami-
The most easily observed circumstance is the cally unstable process has been initiated, we would like
change from closed to open field lines in coronal to know what physical processes occur as the loop
streamers. The photospheric origin of this interface dynamically evolves. Can the final state of the
presumably lies far from the neutral line in essentially corona be predicted from the initial conditions? If,
nondescript and "homogeneous" regions of the sun. for example, the density in a coronal loop were
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increased to a point where it would radiate more energy
than could be supplied, the temperature would drop,
resulting in further increased radiative losses and possi-
bly producing, in the final state, the observed cool
coronal loops in active regions. During the times when
the physical conditions dramatically change, does the
coronal heating mechanism also change? This ques-
tion relates back to the study of heating mechanisms for
different conditions of stable magnetic field substruc-
tures. If there is more than one dominant coronal heat-
ing mechanism, then we may learn more about the rela-
tive importance of the different processes by studying
the changes in individual structures (rather than a sta-
tistical study of homologous features).
As part of the dynamics of surface magnetic field
evolution on coronal forms, we wish to know how mass
is redistributed as the magnetic field changes.
Stimuli could either come from changes in the mass
injection mechanism at the base of the foot points or in
redistribution due to changes in the magnetic field
geometry or heating source. Generalized flow in both
loops and open magnetic structures has been observed,
but the mechanisms that drive the flow are not
known. Flows within uniform and expanding magnetic
field geometries have been studied theoretically, but
thus far there have been very few observations capable
of subjecting the theoretical work to observational test.
Since even small pressure differences between the two
foot points of a loop will drive siphon flow, we expect
flows within loops to be common. If the flows are not ini-
tiated at the base of the loops, then do thermal and/or
MHD instabilities in the upper regions of the loop
(created by photospheric magnetic field motions)
trigger such flows ?
3.2.5 Understand the dynamic processes that 1
are responsible for the expulsion of material \
from the sun in coronal transients and in other
e/ecta.
Figure3.2--Whitelightcoronaltransientobservationsobtainedfroma
Observations from Skylab and more recently from groundbasedK-coronameter(top)anda spacebornecoronagraph(bot-
SMM, the P-78 satellite, and from the ground-based tom).P/OFobservationsof theseeventswillpermitcompleteplasma
Mark III K-coronameter show that coronal transients diagnostics,includingfor thefirsttimetemperatures,at resolutionsof
observed in white light (and in other emissions) are a fromlOto 20 times those depicted in the figure.
common phenomenon and may account for as much as
10% of the total solar mass loss. These observations
(Figure 3.2) show that the disturbances are often loop- finally a class of events where the coronal magnetic field
like in appearance, and their trajectories imply a contin- is apparently rearranged, with mass being ejected out-
ued propelling force. Other transient events can be ward into the solar wind as a consequence. Transients
described as initially voids slowly moving outward are most closely associated with the eruption of
through the corona, material being injected into pre- filaments; flares seem to be a secondary source, and are
existing structures such as streamers and rays, and associated only when material is ejected (in the form of
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an eruptive filament or flare spray) from the flare site. magnetic field as in a flare or alternatively through slow
Presently, observations have been limited to white light, evolution of the general magnetic structure of the sun?
H alpha, the F XlV green line (in the low corona), and Is there a change in the characteristics or magnitude of
radio emissions (Type II, III, and IV's). Hence we know the coronal heating mechanism prior to a mass ejection
little about the other plasma properties except the tem- that may serve as the catalyst for magnetic involve-
poral history of the mass, geometry, and apparent gross ment? Does magnetic-field reconnection affect and/or
velocity characteristics. There are no observations on produce coronal transient expulsion? How does the
temperature (other than sometimes in small interior liberated energy and new magnetic field configuration
regions where eruptive prominence material still exists), interact with the surrounding plasma and expel it from
no direct determination of the velocity of outflowing the sun? Finally, does the outward convection of
material on any spatial scale and no information on magnetic-field energy in a transient dominate the ener-
mass flow within individual magnetic substructures, getics of the solar flare that produced it (e.g. Webb et al.,
1980) ?
At the present time, the mechanism of transient These questions touch on just a few of the un-
expulsion is in dispute; many theoretical efforts to known dynamic processes which initiate and propel
understand this complex phenomenon in terms of material from the sun in the form of coronal transients.
different dynamical models have been initiated during In section 4 we describe scientific objectives relating to
the past few years. Although progress has been made, the investigation of particle acceleration in the corona
many important questions of the physics of coronal tran- These require the simultaneous use of both the h_
sients remain outstanding. One fundamental question X-ray and coronagraphic instrumentation of the Pinh
concerns the circumstance under which a transient Occulter Facility.
eruption is initiated in the low corona, It is firmly
believed that the magnetic field is linked to the initiation
of such events and most certainly in its dynamic pas- 3.3 Coronagraphic Observational
sage outward through the corona. One of the problems Requirements
facing the interpretation of the observations today is the
wide variation of the nature of the events: velocities of
The scientific objectives require two instruments.the leading edge of transients covering more than an
order of magnitude (50 to over 1300 kms-1); geometries The visible/UV coronagraph will measure the intensity
of the magnetic field and mass distribution assuming and polarization of broad band visible light and will _
various forms (from a loop like appearance to injection obtain coronal images at selected visible and UV
of excess mass into pre-existing coronal streamers and wavelengths. The ultraviolet coronagraph-spectrometer
rays); and the possible inclusion of prominence material will be used for spectroscopic work within the 300 _--
in the interior portions of the transient (which can either 1700 _ range (ultimately this range should be extended
undergo heating and ionization as it rises outward or be to shorter wavelengths). The observational considera-
essentially isolated from processes that would change tions for the two types of instrumentation are discussed
its form). The more spectacular and energetic transients separately, where necessary, in the following (roughly in
have close correlations to large flares with their associ- order of priority):
ated filament eruptions. Impulsive phenomena (such as
a pressure pulse resulting from emerging magnetic flux, 3.3.1 Orbital Altitude
from magnetic reconnection, or from a plasma instability)
may best describe the origin of these events. At the For acceptable atmospheric attenuation of solar
other end of the transient spectrum, slow moving, initially radiation at ultraviolet wavelengths, the coronagraph
should operate at an altitude of >_400 km.depleted volumes propagating outward from the sun may
result from quasi-static evolution of the surface mag-
netic fields that eventually become unstable and rise 3.3.2 Stray Light Rejection
due to forces such as magnetic buoyancy.
UltravioletCoronagraph-Spectrometer
External occultation is essential in ultraviolet
Clearly, the role played by the magnetic forces in coronagraphic instruments, otherwise the inherent sur-
the corona which activate such a wide spectrum of face scatter in mirrors would completely mask all but the
coronal transients needs to be investigated. Are there in innermost coronal regions. An internal occulter must
fact different circumstances which produce coronal tran- also be used to intercept diffracted light from the exter-
sients, e.g. initiation by an "explosive" realignment of the nal occulter. Requirements for on-band and off-band
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wavelengths must be met that are somewhat different for external occulter. However, rays from coronal regions
the various spectral lines of interest. For a signal (from closer to the solar limb only illuminate an unshielded
coronal radiation) to noise (from stray light) ratio _10, portion of the coronagraph-telescope. The innermost
the on-band stray light rejection required for the coronal rays that can reach the telescope illuminate a
resonantly scattered H I Lyman-c_ line is 10-7 to 10-8 for vanishingly thin strip near the telescope-mirror edge.
observations out to p _ 4 Ro and about an order of mag- The unvignetted area available for an observation at a
nitude better for measurements beyond p _ 6 Ro. particular heliocentric radius is proportional to the dis-
Requirements for'observations of other resonantly scat- tance between the external occulter and the telescope
tered lines is about an order of magnitude less stringent minus the amount of over-occulting -- the ultimate area
and observations of the broad electron-scattered com- being available during a natural solar eclipse, but only
ponent of H I Lyman-_ requires about an order of magni- for a very brief period of time.
tude more rejection. The required rejection of off-band
radiation at visible and near UV wavelengths is critical P/OF will provide a long boom which can be used
because the solar photon fluxes are extremely large, to separate the external occulter from the telescope.
Normal incidence telescope-spectrometer systems The large separation provides the possibility of using a
without occulting systems that have been flown on large aperture telescope which can be shielded from
spacecraft have had stray light rejections of the order of solar disk radiation by the distant external occulter. The
10-3 (e.g. Harvard Skylab, 0S0-4 and 0S0-6 EUV occulted telescope provides a large unvignetted area for
instruments). For HI Lyman-e, this was inadequate for observations of coronal regions with small angular
observations at all heights above the limb. For coronal separations (corresponding to p = 1.2 Ro- 10 Ro) from
lines like Mg X ,k610 _, observations of some coronal the bright disk.
structures up to p _ 1.4 Ro may be possible without
external occultation.
Vislble/UV Coronagraph
UltravioletCoronagraph-Spectrometer
Both external and internal occultation is essential The unvignetted area is the major technical prob-
in the visible/UV coronagraph to reduce the instrumen- lem that limits the practicable spatial, spectral and tern-
tally produced stray light. Requirements are most strict poral resolutions of the photon-starved ultraviolet spec-
in the visible where signal levels are approximately 1 x troscopic observations. Figure 3.3 depicts expected
10 -8 to 1 × 10 -l° times that of the radiation from the intensities as a function of radial height in the corona for
solar disk. The primary source of instrumentally pro- resonantly scattered and collisionally excited com-
duced light is from the diffraction pattern from the exter- ponents of several spectral lines. The intensities are
nal occulter and body scatter from the surface of the based on the maximum equatorial model given by Allen
telescope primary. ° (1963). A conventional size instrument such as the one
defined for Spacelab (Kohl et al., 1981) would yield a
count rate of _ 10 Hz per resolution element at the
center of the spectral line profile for an integrated line
3.3.3 Sensitivity intensity of 5 x 107 photons/(cm 2 s str) (using a spatial
resolution of 0.15' x 4' and spectral resolution 0.1 ,_).
The sensitivity of any coronagraph is set by the The same observation with the P/OF occulter and a
unvignetted collecting area of the occulted telescope, 44 cm telescope would yield a factor of 20 higher data
the efficiencies of the optical components and the rate which could be used to improve the temporal reso-
efficiency and position-sampling capability of the detec- lution. Alternatively, the spatial resolution could be
tion system. Technical considerations aimed at improv- improved to 2 arc sec x 10 arc sec while maintaining
ing the optical efficiencies and the detectors will be dis- the original data rate. This improvement is typical for
cussed later in this section, measurements where a high spectral resolution require-
ment (i.e. the spectrometer entrance slit width) sets the
An externally occulted coronagraph vignettes the spatial resolution in one dimension. For low spectral
incident coronal light with the degree of vignetting resolution measurements (2 ._), such as measurements
dependent upon the radial height in the corona. The of the broad electron scattered profile of H I Lyman-e,
action of the vignetting may be visualized in the follow- integrated line intensity measurements and Hanle effect
ing way: rays emanating from the outermost (unvignet- measurements (i.e. linear polarization of line intensity), a
ted) coronal regions have an unimpeded path to the tele- factor of 88 improvement in data rates will be obtained
scope primary, and effectively ignore the presence of the for observations with better than 36 arc sec spatial reso-
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lution. Alternatively, the same factor can be used to structure of closed magnetic field regions such as
improve the spatial resolution. These improvements coronal streamers and also resolve the structure of open
make it possible, for the first time, to investigate the magnetic field regions such as coronal holes. Spatial
magnetic substructure of the acceleration region, and resolution on the order of an arc sec combined with
will provide a broad set of plasma diagnostics as well as differencing techniques to remove background and with
provide the time resolution needed to measure the high time resolution is needed to discover the coronal
plasma parameters of active regions, flares and coronal substructure's contributions to solar wind acceleration.
transients. High spatial resolution (1--10 arc sec) is required to
determine the plasma parameters of regions where parti-
cle acceleration originates, and to study coronal areas
14 I I I I [ I I I I
above these regions that are disturbed near the time of
"ESONANTL_SCATTE"EO(V.' ) such events and give rise to coronal vacancies and tran-
CO'',S,ONALL_CXC,T[O sients. Observations of particle acceleration are dis-
d2 _ cussed in section 4.
o .emporo,.e.o,ut,on
_'_'_.___ _ _ UltravioletCoronagraph-Spectrometer
'°8 _, _ ".".. This requirement is dependent on the sensitivity
_",_'."._.___ o_ since the effective time resolution generally will be lim-
. _-. __- - --- _- ited by counting statistics. Ideally, this requirement
,06 "". __---__--- (MQZ)""" ---- ---- should permit an appropriate field-of-view to be scanned
-'-... _""-_ N,=,(O=_ in less time than it takes for the average conditions
""-- --. _ N_(N,=) within a spatial resolution element to change. For many
._4 , , , . _ . _ , "'--_(N_ coronal structures, a time resolution of 10 minutes or
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
r{Ro) more will be acceptable. For observations of coronal
transients which have apparent velocities of 300--
700 km s-_, a field of view extending up to 3 no-4 Ro
Figure 3.3--Staticcorona intensitiesof collisionally excited (dashed should be sampled in a few seconds in order to preservelines,ionnameinparentheses)andresonantlyscattered(solidlines,ion
name withoutparentheses) components of prominent coronalconstit- a spatial resolution of a few arc sec within this range.
uents. P/OF should provide measurements of the H I Lyman-(x
line profile and of other spectral lines. For shorter dura-
Visible/UVCoronagraph tion events, it may be desirable to hold the coronal
image at one position and accumulate data at resolution
Using typical values of broad-band measurements elements along a strip which corresponds to the spec-in the corona, the increase in collecting area of the tele- trometer slit. In certain cases, the temporal resolution is
scope (50 cm diameter vs 3 cm for coronagraphs flown
related to the pointing stability because the instrument
on the ATM Skylab and SMM missions) permits observa-
spends time observing outside the spatial element oftions from the P/OF at a resolution of 1 x 1 arc sec at interest. This effect is minimal for observations which
exposure times (in the visible) of 1 to 60 seconds, require a full raster of a spatial region that is larger than
depending upon the spectral bandwidth used to isolate the pointing instability.
coronal emission lines. Conventional instrumentation
could only obtain information at spatial resolutions of 8 Visible/UV Coronagraphto 12 arc sec with exposure times of 10 seconds to tens
of minutes. The improvements which can be obtained The normal cadence of observations will be
with the P/OF instrumentation will permit the investiga- approximately one 1000 x 1000 CCD image of the
tion of the corona on a spatial and temporal scale not corona every 5 seconds. Using 12 bits per pixel, a data
attainable by stand-alone coronagraphs, rate of 2.4 MBps would be needed to record the informa-
tion. Thus intelligent onboard data processing must be
3.3.4 Spatial Resolution applied to the data before shipment to the ground. Thus
the operational constraint of data recording or transmis-
To meet the scientific goals discussed in section sion will be the limiting factor for the highest temporal
3.2, the P/OF coronagraphs must resolve the magnetic image cadences.
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3.3.6 Wavelength Range and Spectral Resolu- a 1 arc sec resolution. Present technology can provide
tion an image size of .5 × .5 Ro at this spatial resolution;
future 1000 x 1000 CCDs up the field of view to 1 x
UltravioletCoronagraph-Spectrometer 1 Ro. Thus for a complete picture of the corona, a series
of images (formed by an internal articulating mirror) is
An empirical description of solar wind generation required to produce a mosaic composite.and of the characteristic behavior and structure of the
corona requires a determination of the parameters (tern- 3.3.8 Observation Interval
peratures, densities, turbulent and flow velocities) of the
major constituents of the multi-fluid coronal plasma and Because solar phenomena are difficult to predict
a determination of the magnetic fields. A key to under- and because some faint sources will require long datastanding the basic physics of the corona is to observe
accumulation times, the longest possible observing inter-
the effects of wave propagation and of unknown energy vals are desirable. The ultimate capability of corona-
and momentum deposition processes on the spectra of graphic observations would be achieved with a P/OF
coronal particles of different mass in order to discover facility in long-term orbit to study the temporal and spa-
the identities of the dominant processes involved. The tial variations in physical conditions throughout the life-
appropriate plasma diagnostics require measurements of times of a large set of coronal structures.the intensities and profiles of spectral lines over a broad
wavelength range. Technical considerations (discussed 3.3.9 Contamination Effects
later in this section) suggest that the 300 ,_--1700
range would be appropriate as a first step -- ultimately Coronagraphic instrumentation is designed to
the range should be extended to shorter wavelengths, observe the weak intensity of coronal radiation while
Spectral line profiles for the more massive particles of simultaneously rejecting solar disk radiation. The angu-
interest are expected to be about 0.2 _ FWHM requiring lar separation between the radiation emanating from the
a resolution in the EUVof _10,000. observed coronal regions and that originating from the
intense solar disk will be between 1.6 arc minutes and 2
Vlsible/UV Coronagraph degrees depending on a region's angular position. Con-
Because the visible/UV coronagraph will be a taminants located in the bright sunlight along the
reflecting optical system, the full range of about 1700 to coronagraphic line-of-sight can scatter light through the
11000 _ is accessible for detection. This type of design instruments to the detectors. Both particulate scattering
permits the use of dielectric filter techniques to isolate and Rayleigh scattering are of interest. In general, the
individual coronal spectral lines as well as broadband equivalent of a class 10,000 clean room condition is
measurements of the electron scattered continuum, acceptable. In addition, atomic and molecular contain-
Spectral resolution of individual lines depends upon tun- inants can attenuate incoming ultraviolet radiation.
able filter systems and the sensitivity of the CCD detec- Return fluxes of contaminants could result in deposition
tion system, of substances onto optical surfaces which may act as
radiation scatterers and/or absorbers. Open photoelec-
3.3.7 Field of View tric detectors used for wavelengths shortward of 1050
require an ambient pressure in the immediate vicinity of
UltravioletCoronagraph-Spectrometer the detector of less than 10-s tort for ideal operation.
The field-of-view of the coronagraph-spectrometer 3.3.10 Technical Enhancements
should be large enough to track coronal phenomena in
radial directions out to at least 8 Roand in the perpen- Although coronagraphs could be built for the P/OF
dicular direction it should accommodate simultaneous instrument plane using existing technology, the following
observations across the full extent of typical coronal are several technical considerations that could enhance
structures (<10 arc-min). The P/OF should be capable the observations:
of rolling the ultraviolet coronagraph-spectrometer and
occulter together about sun-center in order to permit 1. EUV Array Detectors
coronagraphic observations along any radial direction.
The ultraviolet coronagraph-spectrometer will
Visible/UV Coronagraph benefit from two dimensional array detectors currently
The simultaneous field of view for the visible/UV under development. An appropriate detection system
coronagraph is limited by the CCD detector array size at should have high counting efficiency at EUV
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wavelengths, cover a 10 x 40 mm area with _<10 /zm Together, the two instruments would determine the basic
resolution elements, be insensitive to wavelengths plasma parameters and geometry of coronal structures
> 1800 _ and meet requirements for low dark counts, associated with open and closed magnetic field regions
dynamic range and stability, between 1.2 Ro and 10 Ro from sun center. The
visible/UV instrument would also obtain coronal images
2. Serrated Edge Occulters at selected visible and UV wavelengths and continuously
monitor the visible corona throughout a wide field-of-
The degree of stray light rejection of a corona- view extending 120 ° about the disk. The u_traviolet
graph is directly proportional to the amount of solar disk coronagraph-spectrometer would use internal telescope
radiation that is diffracted by the external occulter onto motions to raster segments of the corona. For observa-
the telescope mirror. Serrated occulters would have a tions of active regions and coronal transients, the
saw toothed edge designed to direct diffracted light coronagraph-spectrometer would benefit from external
away from the telescope mirror surface. This directly monitoring information that would permit it to track
reduces the primary stray light level which results from active region phenomena. This information might come
the non-specular reflection, by the telescope, of from P/OF's hard X-ray or visible light observations.
occulter-diffracted light into the spectrometer entrance
slit or the CCD of the visible/UV instrument. (The inter- The length of the observing interval should be as
hal occulter intercepts diffracted light that would other- long as possible to observe a suitable sample of coronal
wise be specularly reflected into the spectrometer or structures and events. A one-week Spacelab flight
detection system.) would provide a significant amount of data. To study the
longer term evolution of the corona, the P/OF corona-
3. Optics graphs will eventually require a free-flying observing
platform such as the Advanced Solar Observatory.
Developmental multilayer dielectric coatings could
be used to improve substantially the normal incidence Table 3.1
reflectance of optical surfaces, thereby improving the Coronagraphic Observational Requirements
radiometric efficiency in the 300 _--1700 _ range and
ultimately extending the range for normal incidence Ultraviolet Coronagraph-Spectrometer
optics to shorter wavelengths. The ultraviolet Wavelength range 500 _--1700 _ (initially)
coronagraph-spectrometer would benefit from the 50_-1700 _ (ultimately)
development of large toroidal or ellipsoidal diffraction Spectral resolution 10,000 (in EUV)
gratings which would sharply reduce the aberrations of
single reflection systems. The use of dielectric filters for Angularesolution 1 arcsec
the visible/UV coronagraph has been covered in section Field-of-view 1.2 Ro to 10 Ro in radial direction
3.3.6. A critical requirement is the visible light rejection and30arcmintangenttolimb
of UV-transmitting filters. Both coronagraphs may also (using internal rastering)
benefit from advances in mirror polishing techniques 360° aboutsuncenter(by rolling
which could be used to reduce the non-specular P/OF)
reflection by the telescope mirror of diffracted light from Timeresolution _10 sec
the external occulter. It has been shown that the main Telescopeaperture 44cmx 44cm
contributor to mirror scattering is not the coatings
(unless they are non-uniform) but the subsurface polish. Visible/UVCoronagraph
Wavelength range 1100 ._--11,000 ,_
The observing program necessary to accomplish Spectral resolution Dielectric Bandpass Filters
the scientific objectives would include simultaneous and Angular resolution 1 arc sec
co-spatial observations with a visible/UV coronagraph
and an ultraviolet coronagraph-spectrometer. For obser- Field-of-view 1.0 by 1.0 Ro simultaneously
vations of active regions, coordinated observations with 1.2to lO Ro in radialdirection
P/OF's hard X-ray instruments are needed. The visible/ and3 Ro tangento limb
UV instrument would observe primarily the intensity and (using internal rastering)
polarization of visible light and the ultraviolet 360° aboutsuncenter(byrolling
coronagraph-spectrometer would measure the line P/OF)
profile, intensity and, in some cases, the linear polariza- Timeresolution _1 sec
tion of coronal radiation in the 300 _--1700 _ range. Telescopeaperture 50cmdiameterprimary
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4. Coronal Particle Acceleration
4.1 Introduction ence of turbulence or waves. A very promising possibil-
ity is the measurement of the coronal magnetic field
The combination of coronagraphic and X-ray strength and direction via the Hanle effect (Sahal-
instrumentation gives us the means for simultaneously Brechot, 1974), which produces a depolarization of the
observing coronal nonthermal phenomena (particle resonance-scattered radiation observed by the EUV
acceleration) and the detailed physical properties of the coronagraph. In turn, by following the fast electron
unstable plasmas, sources in hard X-rays as they travel outward, it will be
possible to trace the magnetic topology of the coronal
structures. Furthermore, hot spots in the corona where
The solar corona may be the ideal place to study energy dissipation is taking place can be seen in ther-
the acceleration of high-energy particles and their mal soft X-rays. Such hot spots might occur where the
energy-dissipation processes in a magnetized plasma, coronal structure is evolving via magnetic merging or
These phenomena appear to be ubiquitous in active current dissipation. Also with the quantitative measures
plasmas elsewhere in the universe. Radio observations of the energetic electrons provided by the hard X-ray
at meter wavelengths have shown that a wide variety of imaging and the diagnostics of the ambient medium from
particle-acceleration processes occur in the corona the coronagraphs, together with the interplanetary obser-
(Wild et al., 1963). The metric radio observations them- vations of particles and low frequency radio emission, it
selves provide little quantitative data on the particle- will be possible to identify the metric radio emission
acceleration processes, since the radiation processes processes and to study quantitatively the beam-plasma
are generally complicated and not well understood. In interactions that are likely to occur.
addition, scattering and absorption of the radio waves in
the corona limit the determination of the location and 4.2 Type III and V and g Bursts
sizes of the metric radio sources to a few arc minutes.
With the unique capabilities of the P/OF for high sensi- Type Ill bursts are the most common type of impul-
tivity and high spatial resolution in X-rays, white light, sive nonthermal phenomena occurring on the sun. They
and EUV, it will be possible for the first time to provide exhibit rapid frequency drift from high to low frequencies
physically significant constraints on these acceleration (Wild et al., 1963). Simultaneous in situ particle and
processes. The P/OF instrument complement will allow low-frequency radio observations from spacecraft at
us to observe the nonthermal phenomena with an ideal 1 A.U. have confirmed that Type III bursts are caused by
array of diagnostic tools, both for the nonthermal parti- electrons of about 5--100 keV energy that escape from
cles and for the essentially thermal background plasma, the sun after an impulsive acceleration (Lin et al., 1973).
The observed starting frequencies range up to 500 MHz,
corresponding to plasma frequencies at densities up to
The high-sensitivity P/OF hard X-ray observations 109 cm -3. Most Type III bursts are unaccompanied by
will be able to provide precise locations and sizes (to a flares or soft X-ray bursts; hard X-ray emission occurs
few arc seconds) and also numbers and energy spectra in coincidence with some flare-associated Type III
for the fast electrons accelerated in the corona. The bursts (Anderson and Winckler, 1962), especially those
X-ray instrumentation will be sensitive enough to detect with high starting frequencies. Figure 4.1 (Kane, 1972)
and follow even weak type Ill bursts at coronal densities shows an example with coincident time structure; the
of 106 cm-3, equivalent to heights of 2Ro above the solar X-ray and radio bursts are closely simultaneous. Note
surface. The visible/UV coronagraphic observations will that the time scale for Type IIl's is in the range 0.1-
show the overall coronal thermal electron density struc- 1 sec.
ture in which these fast electrons are accelerated and
through which they propagate, to arc-sec resolution. In Many Type Ill bursts begin at low frequencies,
particular, changes in the ambient-electron density below 100 MHz, implying starting heights of > 1 Ro
structure will be detectable on time scales (< 1 sec) above the photosphere. Further, many electron events
relevant to these acceleration processes. The ultraviolet are observed at 1 A.U. with spectra extending smoothly
coronagraph-spectrometer will provide detailed diagnos- to a few keV (Potter et aL, 1980) indicating that the elec-
tics (Kohl et al., 1980) of the acceleration region at a few trons were accelerated > 0.5 Ro above the photosphere.
arc sec resolution: measurements of Te , Tp, np, the bulk
flow velocity and nonthermal ion velocities. Well- Interplanetary measurements show that the spec-
ordered flows might be expected for magnetic merging, trum of the escaping electrons is approximately a power
while nonthermal ion velocities may indicate the pres- law with index about 4 (Lin, 1974). The total number of
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electrons at 1 A.U. from a typical event (group of bursts) following questions:
is about N(> 5 keV) = 5 x 1034. Many more fast elec-
trons may be present near the sun since there may be -- Whereis the acceleration region located?
substantial losses to the fast electron beam-plasma
instabilities that are responsible for the Type III radio -- How do the electrons propagate through the
emission (see Smith, 1974). corona?
This nur:nber and the knowledge of the density -- What are the characteristics of the acceleration
obtained from the radio burst enables us to estimate the region, i.e., ne,nh Te,Ti, bulk flow and nonthermal
minimum X-ray flux as a function of time: velocities, etc.?
dj/dh=,min= 2.5 x 103(1 + O.72t)-238h_,-"5ph/cm2 s keV
--Are there unusually high wave/turbulence levels
in the acceleration region?
giving a time-integrated X-ray fluence of --4 cm-2 for
> 5 keV. Figure 4.2 shows the calculated P/OF sensi- -- What is the magnetic field strength and topology
tivity for bursts of this type, indicating that X-ray obser- in the acceleration region?
vations can be obtained over a range of heights in the
corona comparable to those now achieved by radio --Are there flows in the acceleration region con-
observations, sistent with magnetic merging?
-- How does the coronal structure change after a
t_ .... , .... , .... _ .... , .... _ .... ,|
._ RAC,oE=,SS_ONI_O,TOAWS_ | Type III burst?
,o-,, ! ......!!!I!!._... i.._i!_l_ml......:::- ..................i:..:i ' " --Do the electrons lose substantial amounts of
... .........._,_ _......... _. energy in propagating through the corona ?_,80 _ [[[ .... IIIIIIII1"illll
'-- 'T" t 1_ 1"1" TYPE TffBURSTS t '['l_x,_.
,o," j"..x-R,YS,OOO-,I/ \ |
_, _ _ FREQUENCYfp(MHz)ro=__,_...,,_,,.,j-,_._ _ _ PLASMAp_,+" 96 - 19.2keV
/I 19z-3z .v , 1 1037 3 I0 I00 :300\
12 NOV. 1968 (UT) _ OF SENSITIVITY
o &t =l sec
_j 1035 ............. i:i:i:i:!:!:i:i:i:_:_:i:i:i:!:!:i:i:i:i:i:_:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:!............Figure4.1--Anexampleof the temporalcorrelationbetweenimpulsive ._) _::ii_::::_i_ii::_ii::i::i::ii!__i_ii::iiiii::iii::iii::_::_i_i_::iii::iii::iii::iiii_i_i_iiiiiii::_ii::iii::ii_::i_____i_i_i_ii__
solar> 10keVX-rayburstsandtypeIII solarradioburstsin the 10-- uJ iiiiii_,---TYPICAL EVENT.-..,--!!ii_ii_iii_i_iiiiiiiiii!iiii:..:
580MHzrange.
Meter-wave radio bursts of Types V and U have a ,'5,
family relationship with Type III bursts, and probably _=,_
share the same acceleration mechanism. In a U burst, z
the frequency decreases as in a Type III burst, but then
increases in a fairly symmetrical manner. The natural
interpretation is that the U burst acceleration took place
in a closed flux tube, and that the electrons remained
trapped as they streamed coherently up on one leg and _0_, ko
•down the other. Type V bursts follow groups' of Ill's and _o' _o_ _0_ _0_
appear again to come from the coronal trapping of AMBIENTDENSITYn(c_ ')
clouds of electrons accelerated upwards. The calcula-
tion above refers equally well to the electrons that pro- Figure4.2--The5o-sensitivityof P/OFfor detectingenergeticelectrons
duce radio bursts of Types III, V and U. in thecoronaas a functionof ambientdensityorcoronalheight(diago-
nal linesat lower left) is comparedherewith the sensitivityof typical
With the unique P/OF ensemble of hard X-ray, full-sunhardX-raydetectorsflownpreviously(upperright). Forrefer-ence,the expectedrangeof X-rayemissionfromtype III burstsinonce-
white light, and EUV measurements we will answer the a-dayflaresisshown.
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4.3 Type II, Type IV and Flare Continuum - Accelerationwas widespread andcontinuedfor tens
of minutes.
Major solar events commonly produce great dis-
turbances in the outer corona, in addition to the impul- -- The accelerating agent was probably the shock wave
sive phase/gradual phase phenomena in the chromo- that caused the Type II burst.
sphere and low corona. Various manifestations of these
disturbances include type II bursts, thought to be
induced by the passage of a large-scale MHD shock
wave outward from the flare, and type IV bursts of vari-
ous kinds. Certain stationary type IV bursts are called 2.O 1972.JULY22 /""
"flare continuum" or FC sources, with the FC II type fol- 63oI_ s-' / //
./° m
lowing a type II burst directly (Robinson and Smerd, ,2=o ._ _.
1975). _ _11
_-_to ......_/_._ ............... _8_o._!l_._:._Ln._,__....
The hard X-ray data on sources related to these Typelil /_- _ ElectronI jection
,/t " j-Hardx-ray Burstincludes three examples isolated in the corona due to /,,._,_,,,,,, ,-----T ,
fortuitous occultation by the limb of the sun. These 034.0 035o o_'00 ' 0_'z0 '
strikingly similar events were 1969 March 30 (Frost and U_IIVERSALTI_E
Dennis, 1971), 1971 December 14 (Hudson, 1978), and
1972 July 22 (Hudson, et al., 1981). Klein et al. (1982) Figure 4.3--Height-time plot of the type II burst of 22 June 1972. Heavy
have also reported a series of hard X-ray and meter- sloping lines indicate type II bands assumed to be fundamental, while
wave observations of flares on the visible hemisphere, medium sloping lines represent assumedsecondharmonicbands.Also
concluding that extended hard X-ray emission is associ- shown are the times of type III bursts (vertical bars), the flare continuum
source at 80 MHz at an observed height _ 0.6 Ro and the time profile of
ated with moving type IV bursts, rather than stationary thehardX-rayburst.
type IV's.
The 1972 July 22 event has been analyzed in detail
in terms of its relationship with Type II, Type Ill, and FC Acceleration events of this type can easily be
II bursts, plus the observations of interplanetary particles detected by sensitive P/OF observations. Some of the
(Hudson et al., 1982). The hard X-radiation from each of significant questions which could be answered for Type
these events lasted for almost an hour and displayed an II burst acceleration are:
extremely flat spectrum (power law index --2.0); in each
case this gradual coronal component of hard X-ray --Does the particle acceleration occur where the
emission followed the impulsive phase by an appreciable magnetic field is nearly tangent to the shock sur-
interval. In one case (1971 December 14), a white-light face as observed for shocks in the interplanetary
coronal transient of the compact blob type was also medium?
observed (Brueckner, 1974).
-- Or is the acceleration primarily a Fermi type?
We show in Figure 4.3 the height-time plot for the -- If a Fermi-type acceleration, is it a first-order
event of 1972 July 22. The clusters of Type III bursts Fermi acceleration at the shock, or between the
mark the time of the impulsive phase initiating the Type shock and a magnetic loop (Wild et al., 1963)?
II exciter; the gradual hard X-radiation closely matched
the passage of the exciter past the 80 MHz plasma fre- -- Or is it a second-order Fermi acceleration involv-
quency height where Culgoora observations showed the ing turbulence behind and/or in front of the shock
FC II source. The interplanetary electrons were injected (Rsmaty etal., 1980)?
at approximately the same time, and produced the spec-
trum shown in Figure 4.4. We draw the following conclu- -- What are the conditions, i.e., density and tempera-
sions from the analysis of this event: ture, in the acceleration region?
-- The X-ray emission occurred at a density --108 cm-3 -- Is this type of acceleration a second phase which
and a magnetic field strength _10 G. requires an injection of pre-accelerated particles?
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J02_- i i _ i _ I aJl l _ _ i i i _L were not detected. In the observation, the source exhib-
_. its a remarkable constancy of temperature, implying a
__ continued energy input perhaps associated with the
- nonthermal processes responsible for the radio emis-
_ sion.
- k_._ 1.6x 104 E-1"7
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- 0E F'-.-.._._ Figure 4.5--Giant arch observed in soft X-radiation following the flare of
1980 May 21. The radio observations of a type I noise storm indicate a
- close association with the X-ray source.
i0 -I I l I I I IIII I I _,I I I II,
I0 102 103 Other examples of associations between the type I
ELECTRON ENERGY (keY) emission and soft X-radiation were found by Webb and
Kundu (1978). Observations with high sensitivity, as
provided by P/OF, are needed to observe the nonthermal
Figure 4.4--Spectrum of interplanetary electrons from the burst of Figure electrons and thus to clarify the physics of heating and
4.3. The high- and low-energy asymptotic power law fits are shown; typ- radio emission. Again the visible/UV coronagraph andically the i -energy pow r law extends to several MeV.
the ultraviolet coronagraph-spectrometer will provide
detailed diagnostics on the structure and conditions in
the acceleration region.
4.4 Type I Noise Storms The P/OF instrument complement provides an ideal
source of measurements with which to answer some of
These most common of meter-wave radio bursts the important questions raised by the initial observa-
appear predominant in the vicinity of solar active tions:
regions. Type I noise storms often last for many days.
They consist of both continuum and Type Ill-like bursts -- What is the X-ray spectrum emitted by the actual
with frequency drift rates slower than IIl's. Recently type I region itself?
(Webb and Kundu, 1978; Lantos et al., 1981" Svestka et
al., 1982a,b) long-enduring soft X-ray sources with -- What is the nature of the coupling between the
remarkable properties have been identified with type I coronal sources and the chromospheric varia-
noise storms following major solar flares. 'The X-ray tions?
sources of the 1980 May 21 event, Figure 4.5, appear to
consist of enormous loop structures, lasting for many -- What is the distribution function of the electrons
hours without any marked temperature variations; the responsible for the type I radio emission?
line and continuum spectrum suggest an essentially
thermal source. Since the radio burst did not coincide -- What is the topology of the magnetic field struc-
precisely with the X-ray source, it is probable that the tures involved in these sources, and how does it
nonthermal electrons responsible for the radio emission relate to the filament and its motions?
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4.5 Second-Stage and Second-Step work. It will be particularly interesting if these observa-
Acceleration tions can provide some information about the nature of
the turbulence required for particle scattering in the
Our knowledge of high-energy particle acceleration first-order Fermi process with a single shock disturb-
by solar flares until recently came almost entirely from in ance.
situ measurements near or at the Earth. An abundance
of ?,-ray observations, especially from the Solar Max- Pinhole/Occulter observations will answer the fol-
imum Mission (Chupp, 1981) has now given us a fairly lowing important questions:
direct view of the high-energy protons in the flare
proper; this information parallels that derived from the -- Is the "second-step" emission co-spatial with the
hard X-ray spectrum. Impulsive phase?
The general characteristics of high-energy particles -- Does the "second-step" excitation propagate with
a shock disturbance?observed in interplanetary space strongly suggests a
close connection with the shock disturbances known to
propagate there (e.g. Hundhausen, 1972). This led to -- Or does the spatial dependence require a relaxa-
the concept of the "second-stage" acceleration, delayed tion from an initial impulsive excitation?
considerably from the time of the flare impulsive phase.
There is little doubt that such delayed acceleration does -- In the case of "second-stage" acceleration at a
take place, both near the sun (e.g. the electrons site removed from the flare proper, what are the
accelerated in the Type II burst disturbance) and in deep physical conditions at the acceleration site?
space. However, as something of a surprise, the SMM
data showed that the bulk of prompt ?,-ray line emission -- What triggers the onset of "second-stage"
occurs during the impulsive phase. This means that acceleration?
acceleration to high energies must take place rapidly (in
a few seconds) and have a close connection with the
impulsive-phase energy release. 4.6 Coronal hard X-ray sources
Bai (1982) has described this new insight into par- Stereoscopic solar viewing by two hard X-ray
ticle acceleration by solar flares. He has found a slight instruments (ISEE-3 and Pioneer Venus Orbiter) has
delay between the impulsive phase (_ 50 keV electrons) given a valuable additional channel for deriving informa-
and the high-energy protons and electrons. This delay tion about the spatial extent of solar hard X-rays (Kane
always appears in ?,-ray line flares (Bai et al., 1982) i.e. et al., 1982), and have shown fairly directly for a single
those that succeed in prompt acceleration of protons, event (Nov. 5, 1979) that the source of a gradual com-
Furthermore, the delay appears to increase (from ponent of hard X-ray emission may have an appreciably
seconds to tens of seconds) as the spatial scale of the greater height than the impulsive-phase sources. We
flare increases or as the duration of the ?,-ray line emis- show this result in Figure 4.6. Earlier observations of
sion increases (Gardner et al., 1981). limb-occulted gradual hard X-ray sources (Hudson et al.,
1982) showed that the coronal sources of very hard
spectra may extend quite high (_25,000 km) into the
The "second-step" acceleration appears, from corona. This latter observation has been reinforced by
these clues, to take place in the compact loops of the more direct imaging observations from Hinotori. Figure
flare impulsive phase. The impulsive-phase acceleration 4.7 shows a large nonthermal source above a major He
serves as an injection mechanism, and then the shock flare. Its loop shape suggests altitudes exceeding
disturbance causes further acceleration to high energies 50,000 km.
by a first-order Fermi mechanism. The Pinhole/Occulter
Facility observations will allow us to determine the exact Finally, there is now evidence that the phenomena
location of the second-step acceleration process, and to of solar flares can occur wholly in the corona without
watch it evolve in time as the shock-wave propagates participation of the cooler layers of the atmosphere. The
through the magnetic structures in the low corona. The Solar Maximum Mission observed an extraordinary
full diagnostic information available from the white-light sequence of flare-like phenomena following an otherwise
and EUV telescopes will give quite specific information ordinary major flare on 1980 November 6. A regular
about the physical conditions during the particle series of events (Figure 4.8) produced hard X-rays, soft
acceleration, and will identify what mechanism is at X-rays and transition region emissions in approximately
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the normal proportions, but without Hc_emission. This coronal sources, with the resulting need for great sensi-
discovery implies that the flare instability with all of its tivity. Many of the coronal particle-acceleration
subordinate mechanisms -- particle acceleration, heat- phenomena occur very commonly (e.g. type I and type III
ing, "evaporation" and conduction, etc., can take place emission), so a Shuttle sortie flight will produce observa-
without involving the chromosphere in an energetically lions of many such sources. Others (moving type IV
significant way. bursts, for example) occur less frequently, so that obser-
vations over a period extending as long as possible will
Additional evidence for the occurrence of particle eventually be required.
acceleration high in the corona is given by the discovery
of electron events originating high in the corona (Potter
et al., 1981 ). These strongly resemble the type III bursts
often associated directly with the flare impulsive phase.
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4.7 Observational Requirements , , ,o ,2 ,, 1_ u.T.18,
The detailed requirements for both X-ray and coro-
nagraphic observations appear in sections 2.7 and 3.3, Figure 4.8--SMM observations of coronal activity following a major flare
on 1980 Nov 6. These phenomena included many of the components of
respectively. The considerations involved in determining normal flares--in particular both hard and soft X-rays--but little trace of
these requirements included the prospect of faint H_xor other phenomena of the chromosphere (8vestka et al., 1982b).
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5. Cosmic X-Ray Observations
5.1 Introduction 5.2 P/OF's Place AmongAstronomical
The hard X-ray imaging instruments of the Facilities
Pinhole/Occulter Facility (i.e., the coded aperture imag-
The requirements of P/OF's Fourier transform (FT)ing and Fourier transform X-ray instruments) are
extremely powerful tools for X-ray astronomy. Together and coded aperture (CAI) transform telescopes are sum-
they provide a more advanced capability for the hard marizecl in sections 2.7 and 2.8. The two instruments
X-ray portion of the spectrum than any yet flown. Sensi- contribute complementary capabilities for X-ray astron-
tivity to point sources will permit determination of source omy. The CAI instrument covers the larger angular size
fluxes, monitoring of variability, and measurement of scales (8 arc sec to 17 arc rain) and has greater sensi-
spectra at levels an order of magnitude fainter than what tivity but a narrower energy range (2--35 keV). The FT
has previously been available at these energies, instrument reaches finer angular scales (0.2 arc sec)
and has a smaller field of view. It is also capable of
The Pinhole/Occulter Facility will improve sensi- imaging up to 120 keV. It is less sensitive, primarily
because its masks require more opaque area (25% vs.tivity by at least a factor of ten for the traditional areas
of hard X-ray astronomical investigation: spectroscopy 50% open area), and because more total detector area is
and rapid variability of stellar sources with hard X-ray devoted to the CAI design. The CAI and FT telescopes
spectral components, including cyclotron lines and pulse can be characterized as providing, together, imaging
phase spectroscopy in pulsars, and spectral/temporal over angular scales from 0.2 arc sec to 17 arc min, at
variations of active galactic nuclei. Source classes near energies from 2--120 keV, with a point source sensitivity
the sensitivity threshold of earlier instrumentation will be down to 0.03/_Jy at 5 keV in 104 s.
seen at high statistical significance. P/OF's high sensi-
tivity and fine angular resolution give a mapping capabil- We have analyzed the expected performance of
ity for extended components of active galactic nuclei both instruments, using both analytical estimates and
and synchrotron nebulae such as the Crab Nebula, and Monte Carlo numerical simulations. We summarize here
also permit source spectra to be measured in regions of some results pertinent to X-ray astronomy and compare
high source density such as the galactic center, the them with other X-ray instruments from HEAO-1 and the
Magellanic Clouds, and M31. It will be possible to do Einstein Observatory. The minimum detectable flux is
deep integrations in order to determine the spectra and found to be (where detector background >> diffuse
luminosity functions of various source populations at low background > > source total count)
flux levels and their contributions to the diffuse back- Frnin = 2T/(B) '/_ground in h r X-ray ene gies. A numb r of the cosmic
X-ray problems on which P/OF can be used overlap with
the solar issues described in the earlier chapters, for an energy band 8E keV and an integration time
8t sec. We assume a 5o- detection significance (7 = 5)
The sensitivity, angular resolution and wide range and a background rate, B, of 3 x 10-4 cts
of purposes for which it is useful make P/OF the hard (cm2 sec keV)-1 and an efficiency _ -- 0.8. The total
X-ray counterpart to AXAF. In this chapter we first geometric collecting area is 1.2 square meters and the
explain P/OF's role and place relative to other X-ray effective area is taken to be 0.8 m2. In a typical case
astronomical observatories and facilities, flown or (2--10 keV, 104 s integration) we find
planned (section 5.2), and then describe specific
scientific goals. Because the scientific applications are F = 0.03 (8t/104) -'/2/_Jy
so diverse it has been convenient to group them accord-
ing to the way" in which they utilize P/OF: some draw at 5 keV. (This is about 0.03 UFU.) Even very short
upon its imaging to map extended sources (5.3), some integrations permit sources at 1 UFU to be seen. For
utilize its high sensitivity for spectral and timing meas- harder X-rays (15--30 keV) the minimum flux detectable
urements (5.4), and some utilize the high angular resolu- in a longer integration (105 s) is
tion to resolve crowded source fields (5.5). Finally, the
effect of P/OF on development of the link between solar F = 1.3 X 10-5 cts / cm2s
and stellar astrophysics is discussed (5.6). In each of
these areas P/OF should make major contributions to We can put these sensitivities in perspective by compar-
the advance of X-ray astronomy, ing them with those of other recent instruments and with
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those foreseen in the future in Figure 5.1. view of the enormous astronomical capability demon-
strated by the Einstein Observatory (Giacconi et al.,
The comparison with HEAO A-2 demonstrates that 1979).
P/OF will provide roughly an order of magnitude jump in
hard X-ray sensitivity. The Einstein Observatory's HRI P/OF will not equal AXAF (the Advanced X-ray
(High Resolution Imager) is the appropriate focal plane Astronomy Facility) in sensitivity. However, it will pro-
instrument with which to make comparison, since it is vide complementary coverage at higher energies, and
the member (]f that Observatory's complement which at roughly the same angular resolution. P/OF's
most nearly approached P/OF's angular resolution. (The energy range overlaps with AXAF, from 2--8 keV, so that
HRI had angular resolution comparable to that of P/OF's spectra from the two instruments could be merged.
CAI instrument; the FT telescope on P/OF is an order of P/OF's role will be that of the hard X-ray counterpart to
magnitude better in angular resolution, but is less sensi- AXAF. This complementary role underlies much of the
tive than the CAI instrument.) subsequent discussion of scientific objectives.
I0-t , , , It is noteworthy that the limitation on P/OF's angu-
lar resolution for astronomical purposes (0.2 arc sec) is
MINIMUM DETECTABLE dictated primarily by the star trackers, rather than by the
POINT SOURCE,50 position-sensing X-ray detectors or by diffraction effects.
' sec)
IO_S There remains potential in the P/OF design to go to still
_, finer angular resolutions in subsequent instruments. Ininslein "Uhuru this se se P/OF may be regarded as having an importantengineering role, as a necessary developmental stage in
_HEA evolution of yet more advanced instruments. Neverthe-
10.4 less, P/OF itself achieves angular resolution comparable
0 A-2 to that of AXAF, Space Telescope, and the VLA in other.
"E wavelengths.(,.)
>-_-I0-' \ _ _ HEAO A-4
_- _ __ F"_OF LED 5.3 Scientific Objectives I:-> Hard X-ray ImagingI'---
Z
i0-e We begin with applications which utilize P/OF in its
unique capacity as a high-resolution hard X-ray imaging
instrument. Much of what it will see must be estimated
"_/ by extrapolation from current knowledge of various
source classes. P/OF has been optimized for compact
10-7 AXAF sources of high surface brightness, and the mapping of
these sources has barely begun.
5.3.1 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs)
_O-,i I i I
I0" I0° iO' I0' I03 The study of active galactic nuclei (a general
ENERGY(keV) category taken to include quasars, BL Lacertae objects,
Seyfert galaxies, N-galaxies and emission line galaxies)Figure 5.1--Sensitivity of the P/OF compared to recent (Uhuru, 1970;
HEAO-1, 1977; Einstein, 1978) and planned (AXAF, 1990?) X-ray is one where P/OF's imaging capabilities will PrOvide a
observatories. P/OF will provide a logical extension to the proven major new type of information on sources of fundamental
Einstein-range wealth of astrophysical information, and will provide corn- importance to astrophysics. The bright, variable cores ofplementary coverage beyond the range of AXAF, at reduced sensitivity.
galaxies are now recognized as a class of X-ray emitters
whose total numbers and range of luminosities far
Figure 5.1 shows that P/OF has roughly the sensi- exceed those of clusters of galaxies. From X-ray data
tivity of the HRI. The HRI has an effective area of there appears to be a nearly continuous range of X-ray
20 cm2, but it has the full advantage of focusing, while luminosities extending from galaxies with narrow emis-
the P/OF has a 1.5 m2 unfocused area. The sensitivities sion lines (about 1042 erg s-1) through Type I Seyferts
are comparable, and this is clearly an !mportant point, in (1042--1045 erg s-l), N-galaxies (1045-1047 erg s-l), to
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QSO's and BL Lacertae objects (1043--1047 erg s-_). In _'_ o_(._. - -
some cases a significant fraction of the total power radi- oo'%L_-" "Z]o'1 _ _t_,°
ated by the object appears in hard X-rays and gamma _' . k->Z%_-h
rays. The short timescales of variability of many of ° c_ q- 0 ° '
these objects (from hours to weeks) imply highly com- • o o._, o_-'-'_b_.:_0q:_-p •
%7pact sources of emission in the very core of the galactic ,o' _,
nucleus. For some time it has been suggested that the I ,_ z._o_,I7,(]-
#
central power supply is the accretion of matter onto a I1 .o.. Oo
massive (106-108 Mo) black hole. Optical rotation so'
curves and photometry in M87 (Young et el., 1978;
Sargent et el., 1978) lend support to this idea, although ° 0 ( _ °
anisotropic velocity dispersions may fit the data without o ,
requiring a massive black hole (Duncan and Wheeler, -43.oo. ,
o
1980). X-ray observations from the Einstein Observa-
tory strongly suggest that this phenomenon may be a ,_'_" z,_' z3" zz" 2,"
common property of galaxies.
In addition to central cores of high activity in °('._-,o _o _ _'_J o b
AGNs, X-ray jets have been observed in NGC 5128 (Cen _) . . o o
Q I • !
A) extending from the core out toward the NE inner radio • _ _ (-__,7o . O _ v
lobe. Figure 5.2 (Feigelson et el., 1982)shows Einstein o F;_._Q__'_(_E.._D_,_._%__(,J°_'°Observatory images of the object. It has subsequently , D o -_ _ o" ° _
been shown that the jet includes small knots of synchro- o., ° • '= _,_6_(,=,_&:> o "-' O
tron emission. The X-rayjet is strong evidence of the o o ___ 0 o _}/>_:_,_° ocontinuous flow of energy from the nucleus to the inner "" O
A_radio lobes and by extrapolation suggests how giant _ "_ • . o :o p °
o _ (....% o-.%Lt _ N
theradi°totall°bess en in radio galaxies may be formed. Since '_ o _, _ _-."1 C._._.,_"_o q_ '_ /
energies estimated for giant radio lobes may • %_ _.y6../-Jo o, - _,.-J'(
reach as high as 106_ergs (= 10_ MOO2), a large fraction ' _ _) % b _ coLJ, o _" o ,,
0 _ ,_ _ o o.
of the lifetime output of many AGNs needs to be ejected o _)_, o o . O.o °
anisotropically, perhaps through jets. ° , .o _ rz ° ^" °
Figure 5.2--Einstein maps of Cen A. Top, contour map of the IPC image
P/OF is useful for studying structures in the form with 48" resolution. The first seven contours are 2 o- increments over an
of jets. Angular scales seen in jets in 30273, M87, and arbitrary zerolevel,whilethe higher contoursare logarithmically spaced
to avoid crowding. Bottom, maximum-entropy deconvolution of the cen-Cen A range from a few arc sec to several arc minutes.
tral region of the HRI image, with 3" resolution.
The jet in Cen A has an intensity of 3 x lO-_2erg
cm -2 S-1, or _ 0.1 /_Jy, well above P/OF's threshold.
The spectrum of the jet should be measurable from P/OF within a volume 1000 times larger than that which was
observations, something which was not possible with accessible to the Einstein IPC for jets like the one in
Einstein. Spectra of jets can also be isolated from other Cen A. It is likely that source structures on smaller
components of the active nucleus, intrinsic scales will also be discovered. Radio counter-
parts of X-ray emitting AGNs have structures on many
angular size scales, and there is increasing evidence of
Moreover, we must be seeing with the Einstein IPC correspondence between radio and X-ray structure.
the largest jets from the nearest objects, i.e., the tip of
the distribution. The number accessible to P/OF with its Relativistic motions are sometimes seen in AGNs,
finer angular resolution should be far larger. The jet wherein observed structures change over the course of
seen in Cen A is 4 arc min long and would occupy time. Sometimes the changes of structure observed at
200 pixels in the CAl. If this source were removed to a radio wavelengths appear to be supra-relativistic (i.e., if
distance 10 times greater, it would be 25 arc sec long. the linear distance traveled by a moving object is
It would still have the same surface brightness as it has estimated by using the distance scale determined from
at its actual distance, so that it could still be detected the redshift, then the apparent velocity exceeds c). This
and resolved with P/OF were it at this greater distance, paradox can be removed, but highly relativistic velocities
Consequently, P/OF will be able to inspect sources are still required. Evidence of relativistic motion also
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comes from attempts to reconcile hard X-ray observa-
tions of spectra and temporal variations with observa-
tions at lower energies. In these cases the rapid
motions are not seen directly but rather are inferred from
the need to prevent an inverse Compton catastrophe in
the emission models. In the light of these considerations
it will not be surprising to find that relativistic ejections
have produced a variety of observable angular struc-
tures in the AGNs. It may be possible to observe tem-
poral change in structures directly, in nearby sources
such as M87.
Study of jets, relativistic motions, and extended
structures in AGNs will undoubtedly assume great
importance as sub-arc sec measurements in X-ray, opti-
cal, and radio wavelengths become available for com-
parison. We note that the galactic object SS433 exhibits
jet structure also observed by Einstein (Seward et al., Figure 5.3--CrabNebula:the bright synchrotronemissionregion is
1981). shown with hard X-ray (22-67 keV) contours superimposed. The hard
X-ray nebula is about 60 arc sec long and 30 arc sec broad (FWHM).
The X-ray contours are synthesized from linear scan data with a limiting
resolution of _ 15 arc sec. Higher resolution X-ray observations should
reveal finer structure which would directly relate to the energy transfer
processes occurring between the pulsar and the nebula. Optical image
5.3.2 The Crab Nebula and Other Synchrotron fromBaade(1956).
Nebulae
The Crab Nebula and its pulsar are the remnants A general picture of the energetics of the Crab has
of the supernova of 1054 AD. Observations range from already been developed from lunar-occultation studies
long-wavelength radio waves to the highest detected (Wolff and Novick, 1976). If diffusion predominates, the
gamma-ray energies. Studies of the electromagnetic diameter of the nebula should decrease at higher ener-
radiation from the nebula reveal that the nebular emis- gies. If there is bulk transport of plasma, the nebular
sion consists largely of synchrotron emission from high- size may either be insensitive to measured photon
energy charged particles moving in a magnetic field, energy, or else may fall off with energy less rapidly than
This has focused attention on supernovae and their rem- in diffusion models. With some good fortune the tem-
nants as sources of cosmic rays. The structure of the poral behavior of the diffusion process can be explored
high-energy emission leads one to the conclusion that as a function of energy and correlated with glitches in
the pulsar is the accelerator of the relativistic electrons the pulsar spindown rate. The spindown glitches are
in the nebula (Goldreich and Julian 1969). The pulsar related to substantial energy changes in the pulsar and
rotation rate of 30 revolutions per second can only be may result in variations in the production of relativistic
achieved by a neutron star, an object of about one solar particles. "
mass compressed to a diameter of order 20 km with
mean density of approximately 10TM g/cm 3. The Crab
Nebula and pulsar have become a Rosetta Stone to Although the Crab Nebula was one of the earliest
astronomers, revealing in one object many extreme extrasolar X-ray sources to be detected, it stood in a
physical conditions: million-degree temperatures, rela- class by itself for -- 15 years until the Einstein Observa-
tivistic gases, regions of extremely high matter densities, tory found other examples of nebulae, associated with
and high-magnetic and gravitational fields. Physical pulsars or supernova remnants, in which synchrotron
insights gained from the Crab are often transferable to radiation appeared to be the emission mechanism
other astrophysical situations. For these r_asons, the (Becker et al., 1982). Now that objects of this type begin
Crab will be a major target for P/OF observations. We to constitute a class, they can be arranged in sequence
show the Crab Nebula in Figure 5.3 including recent according to age, and the evolution of the injection rate
hard X-ray observations, of relativistic particles can be correlated with the
decreasing spin of the pulsar. The cases where syn-
P/OF is the only facility capable of studying fine- chrotron nebulae are known or suspected include the
scale details of the transport process of the relativistic Vela SNR, CTB 80, 3C58, and faint extended sources
electrons away from the pulsar as a function of energy, near a few of the known radio pulsars. It is important to
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measure the spectra of these nebulae, both to determine spatial studies we can deduce the elemental content and
whether they are nonthermal spectra and to compare possibly something of the spatial distribution of the pri-
with spectra from the associated pulsars, where those mary material ejected. The early development of tur-
are available, bulence in the piston-expansion phase, which leads to
the thermalization of the material that was originally
5.3.3 Other Supernova Remnants outflowing radially, is an interesting hydrodynamics
problem, for which observational input from P/OF will be
Supernovae are among the most energetic very helpful.
phenomena observed in nature. They apparently convert
nearly 10% of a solar mass into energy on a timescale of
seconds. The bulk of this release (--10 s3 ergs) probably To make the discussion quantitative, consider the
appears as a burst of neutrinos, and possibly as gravita- Cas A supernova remnant. The total flux from the rem-
tional radiation. A short pulse of X-rays lasting a few nant is 10-9 erg cm-2s -1 in the 2--30 keV band. The
tens of seconds to minutes may accompany the passage surface area emitting at low energy based on the
of a shock wave through the outer envelope of the Einstein picture (Figure 5.4, from Murray et al. 1979)is
uncollapsed shell of the star prior to its expansion, about six square arc minutes. The flux per pixel is
carrying away some 1044 ergs. Ensuing expansion of 4x 10 -12 erg cm-2s -1 pixe1-1, where each pixel is
the shell gives rise to the characteristic optical light ten arc sec on a side, yielding a good signal/noise ratio.
curve. The expanding shell radiates most of its thermal Since the source spectrum falls off rapidly with energy
energy in the visible band of the spectrum for a period of compared to the detector internal background (E-3 vs.
several months until expansion dilutes the gas to the E-l), mapping could be continued only up to about 10-
point where its optically thin emission fades below the 15 keV. Other supernova remnants emit with lower sur-
detection threshold. Extensive theoretical modeling of face brightness, but Tycho, Kepler, RCW 86, and RCW
the supernova explosion has been carried out over the 103 are accessible to P/OF. Study of young supernova
past several decades for a wide range of stellar masses remnants in the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds is
and compositions. It appears from radio optical, and possible; a remnant such as Cas A would subtend
X-ray observations that supernovae may play an impor- 15 arc sec at the distance of the LMC.
rant role in cosmic ray acceleration, heating of the inter-
stellar medium, and enrichment of the interstellar gas by
heavy elements.
X-ray observations have revealed the line emission
from highly ionized iron, neon, oxygen, silicon, sulfur,
argon, and calcium atoms residing in the younger rem-
nants. Surface-brightness maps generally show shell-
like structure with a relatively sharp outer boundary.
Young remnants are generally thought to be in an adia-
batic phase of expansion, as they sweep up gas from the
ambient interstellar medium, although the youngest rem-
nants such as Cas A may be in transition between the
piston expansion phase and the adiabatic phase (usually
characterized as the point where the mass of swept-up
interstellar gas equals the mass ejected in the initial
explosion).
P/OF is best suited for studying the young, hot
remnants by virtue of their higher surface brightness and
temperature. In several ways these are the most
interesting, since the amount of swept-up interstellar
material is not large compared to the initial ejecta. The Figure5.4--EinsteinHRIimageof CasAat highcontrast.The ring-like
element mix contributed by the supernova dominates, structureis4-5 arc Tin across,eachpixel is 2"x2"andthe exposuretime is32,519sec(Murrayet al. 1979). Detailedcomparisonof X-ray,
and the basic question of how supernovae affect cosmic opticalandradioimagesshowvariousdegreesof correlation,indicating
abundances can be examined. Through spectral and thatseveralemissionprocessesarepresent.
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Temperature gradients and structure have been component even with AXAF (with sensitivity only to
detected in several remnants, specifically SN1006 by --8 keV) and will require high sensitivity imaging at
Pye et al. (1981) and Cas A by Fabian et al. (1980). hard X-ray energies•
Gradients can alter the mixture of lines contributing to
the X-ray spectrum. With the greater bandwidth avail- A typical cluster has a low surface brightness, so
able to P/OF, these gradients can be determined in sub- that the angular resolution of P/OF is actually too fine for
stantially better detail, resulting in improved masses and optimum sensitivity in most cases. However, regions of
chemical compositions, enhanced surface brightness (hot spots, regions of
nonthermal emission, and compact objects) within the
cluster, identified from earlier mappings, will readily be
resolvable with P/OF. These hot points are clearly
5.3.4 Clusters of Galaxies shown in range 0.1--3 keY. It would be surprising if
there were not brighter small-scale features that would
The X-ray surface brightness of clusters of galax- be ideal for P/OF's finer resolution, particularly in the
ies has been studied extensively by the Einstein Observ- vicinity of massive or active galaxies.
atory at energies below 4 keV. Most clusters emit at
temperatures >4 keV, with typical temperatures being The morphology of the cluster X-ray emission can
about 8 keV. Some are known to have spectra with tails be related in a detailed way to the evolutionary stage of
extending to higher energies (Reichert 1982, Lea et al., the cluster. A vital role in evolution of galaxies in the
1981), suggesting a nonthermal source superimposed on cluster is played by the intergalactic gas responsible for
the emission from the intra-cluster gas that dominates at the X-ray emission• This gas presumably includes a
low energies. It is not known whether the hard spectral primeval component, although according to present
components are associated with the general emission ideas it may not be a major component by mass. The
from the cluster or with individual galaxies. Measure- gas is enriched by matter ejected from the galaxies
ment of emission temperature from a thermal X-ray con- when supernovae occur in them. Interstellar gas is also
tinuum requires detection of photon energies up to at removed from galaxies by their motion through the clus-
least kT, as does the efficient observation of hot or ter gas. The best means of distinguishing gas that has
nonthermal components in the presence of cooler ones. been stripped from the galaxies from primeval gas is
provided by iron-line emission, since only the former
There is also one very important spectral line type of gas will have undergone nuclear processing in
• ,/
feature in the energy range above 2 keV, the group of stars. (There is also a possibility of producing iron-rich
iron lines near 6.7 keV. In a thermal plasma of cosmic gas from supernova activity in a population of massive
abundance at a temperature of a few keV, these are the stars, prior to galaxy formation.)
only strong atomic lines emitted. The spectral feature is
in fact a blend of lines from at least two ionization states,
depending on physical conditions in the source. With a Another interesting and important problem (which
proportional counter only the total intensity of the also has implications for the studies just discussed) is
feature and not the individual line strengths can be the state of mixing of the intra-cluster gas, and the
detected. In an optically thin plasma, the line intensity is transport of energy within it. At one extreme the gas
a function of both temperature and iron abundance• If may be well-mixed and characterized by an adiabatic
temperature can be determined from the X-ray contin- temperature distribution. At the other extreme gravita-
uum, then the iron abundance can be estimated. Deter- tional separation of heavy elements such as iron near
mination of emission temperatures and gradients with the cluster center of mass can be envisaged. Maps of
continuum measurements above 4 keV and mapping of the iron feature and of the temperature distribution
cluster iron lines (for surface brightnesses only 10% of (determined from the slope of the X-ray continuum) will
the Coma cluster) will thus provide valuable diagnostics contribute to this problem.
for the study of several important issues concerning
clusters.
Thus the high-energy, high angular resolution
P/OF is ideally suited to detect and map the low- observations of clusters to be made with P/OF are com-
level inverse Compton emission expected from galaxy plementary to those which have been or will be made at
clusters in which diffuse radio emission is detected• lower energies with instruments such as Einstein or
This will appear as a nonthermal component superim- AXAF. The close similarity in angular resolution of AXAF
posed on the thermal emission from the hot gas. It will and P/OF is particularly important, and the sensitivity of
thus be difficult to distinguish as a separate spectral P/OF, while lower than AXAF, is very good indeed and
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will allow observations of a large number of objects to be necessary for unambiguous identification of sources
made. responsible for outbursts and transient activity. This
brief survey of hard X-ray astronomy does not attempt to
5.4 Scientific Objectives I1." be exhaustive, largely because these same two con-
Photometry and Spectroscopy siderations tend to make P/OF the instrument of choice
for a wide range of observations -- especially any hard
Although some hard X-ray sources are resolvable X-ray observation of a point source. In the applications
now or will become so with P/OF, the greater part of in this section P/OF will be building upon and refining
X-ray astronomy involves point sources, many of them the understanding that has been built up from previous
so exceedingly compact that they should remain missions such as Uhuru, SAS-3, HEAO-1, and Einstein.
unresolvable by any technique for the foreseeable future.
Among these point sources, there are many that
contain high-temperature or hard nonthermal spectral 5.4.1 Binary Pulsars
components. A list currently would include pulsars,
black hole candidates, bursters, degenerate dwarfs, RS Neutron stars accreting from binary companions
CVn systems, flare stars, Seyfert galaxies, emission line have occupied a central place in X-ray astronomy ever
galaxies, N galaxies, BL Lacertae objects, and quasars, since Uhuru observations of Hercules X-1 and Cen-
These systems are all of central importance to high- taurus X-3 established the basic nature of these
energy astrophysics. In each case, current theoretical sources. The pulse period (which ranges from 69 ms to
understanding is largely founded on and tested by 10 3 s in the known cases) is associated with the
means of observed spectra and temporal variability pat- neutron-star spin; longer periodicities are associated
terns. A special interest attaches to the hard X-ray with orbital motion and with the motions of the accretion
measurements, either because the highest temperatures disk. In most of the -- 20 known systems, the spin
produced in the source are manifested there or because period of the neutron star decreases over time, but this
nonthermal components can be isolated in hard X-rays spin-up is irregular rather than steady, presumably
from thermal components or absorption effects. In addi- because of the noisy character of the accretion torque.
tion the hard X-ray band happens to be where a number Variations in period and luminosity are the response of
of important spectral features are encountered: iron the star to the accretion torque and associated energy
lines, cyclotron features (emission or absorption), and input, respectively. Infalling matter is funneled to mag-
breaks in nonthermal continuum spectra, netic poles by the magnetic field. The gravitational
energy released in falling through the large potential
Thus, despite the diversity of masses, luminosities, drop to the stellar surface appears as pulsed radiation.
spatial dimensions, and other physical parameters The spectrum is typically very hard and in some cases
characterizing these sources, it is true of them collec- exhibits cyclotron emission or absorption features.
tively that further spectral measurements and timing
studies in hard X-rays are vital to progress in under- The foregoing picture needs to be unified and com-
standing their physics, which often involves conditions pleted in detail, answering questions concerning the
or processes that cannot be studied in the laboratory, nature and temporal structure of accretion flows, the
Outstanding problems include the role of cyclotron internal structure of the neutron star as revealed in its
processes in pulsar radiation, the hard X-ray tails asso- dynamical response to the accretion torque, the range of
ciated with shock heating or with Comptonization intrinsic parameters of the neutron stars (primarily
processes, the hard X-ray emission from stellar flares, masses, moments of inertia, and magnetic moments),
and the evolution of spectra during outbursts in active and details of the energy-conversion process responsi-
galactic nuclei, ble for the pulsed emission (including determination of
the geometrical structure of the accretion column, of
A few of the more important cases will be radiation mechanisms responsible for producing the
developed in this section. (RS CVn systems and flare pulse, and of the role of cyclotron processes in the
stars will be deferred to section 5.6, in order to accretion column and magnetosphere). Cyclotron
emphasize their connections to solar physics.) In each processes are intrinsically associated with the strong
instance P/OF provides the best hard X-ray data base (1012--1013 G) magnetic field near the stellar surface.
for the investigation of these sources because it has the Electron energy levels are quantized in units of the
best sensitivity of any instrument yet shown in the hard cyclotron frequency (given by hvc = 11.6 B12keV for a
X-ray range, and because it has the position accuracy field strength B12 x 1012 gauss) and resonant transitions
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exist, which may show up either as emission or absorp- 5.4.2 Black Hole Candidates
tion features. Features have been reported in Her X-1
(60 keV) and in 4U 0115+63 (20 keV), both within Black holes, or gravitationally-collapsed regions,
P/OF's range, are predicted in most theories of gravitation, notably
including General Relativity. If a mass M is confined
Future observations aimed at refining understand- within a region roughly the size of the Schwarzschild
ing will have to be subtle measurements, calling for high radius (Rs = 2GM/c2), a "trapped surface" is formed,
sensitivity, broad spectral coverage, and the ability to and only very limited information can subsequently be
sample on appropriate timescales; this constitutes the derived concerning what is inside that surface. When
program of the X-ray Timing Explorer. The measure- the black hole occurs in a binary system, it becomes a
ments needed include (i) more detailed pulse-phase practical target for astronomical observations, by virtue
spectroscopy, (ii) observations of temporal variations in of the mass it accretes from its companion. The accret-
pulse profiles, down to the level of pulse-to-pulse varia- ing mass is deposited at the edge of an accretion disk
bility, (iii) period fluctuation and luminosity-fluctuation and moves inward toward the black hole, becoming
measurements and (iv) observations of spectral features hotter and radiating as it does so.
associated with cyclotron processes or iron emission.
P/OF will provide all of these observations, and will have Cygnus X-1 has been the leading black hole can-
the ability to reach relatively faint sources, didate in our own galaxy ever since the discovery that it
is a compact object whose mass exceeds the probable
Pulse-phase spectroscopy is useful in establishing upper mass limit (-- 3Mo) for a neutron star. It exhibits
details of the emitting-region geometry and the physics rapid variability on short timescales (a few ms or
underlying the production of the pulse. As the star shorter), presumably associated with energy release
rotates one observes differing combinations of the mechanisms in the accretion disk (Oda et al. 1971;
effects of the angular distribution of radiation, spectral Rothschild et al. 1974; Nolan et al. 1981). There is also
emissivity, and radiative transfer. The variability of the a long-term switching between hard and soft spectral
light curve provides further information, since it shows states. The distinctive temporal and spectral signatures
which features are rigid and which are subject to insta- are to a large extent duplicated in two other sources, Cir
bilities or are sensitive to fluctuations in the accretion X-1 and GX 339-4. Mass determinations have not been
flow. Those fluctuations can also be studied using the made in these instances but they both show switching of
techniques proposed by Lamb, Boynton, and their collab- spectral states and rapid variability, in the case of GX
orators (Lamb and Pines, 1979), in which the principal 339-4 on timescales as short as 50 ms. Similar rapid
quantities observed are variations in the spin period, P, variability in that source has recently been seen in opti-
and the luminosity of the source, L. The Fourier cal wavelengths (Motch etaL 1982).
transform of the time-varying accretion torque is
expected to approximate a power law. Time variations in Hard X-ray observations of black hole candidates
P and L can similarly be Fourier-transformed. The role are aimed at determining more about the rapid fluctua-
of the neutron star can then be likened to that of a tions and spectral switching, since these are the
band-pass filter that responds differently to different fie- phenomena that are common to the small class of black
quencies. If the characteristic timescale for transfer of hole candidates. It is important to establish how these
angular momentum from the crust to the core is T, then effects are related to the physics of the accretion disk.
the star's response should be of higher magnitude at fre- The large area of P/OF can be used to isolate spectra of
quencies above 2_/T than at lower frequencies, single outbursts, or to study their temporal structure.
because at the higher frequencies only the moment of
inertia of the crust is involved, rather than that of the 5.4.3 Other Binary Systems
whole star. Observation of cyclotron features in the
spectra of binary pulsars began with detection of such We briefly mention other kinds of binary systems
features in the spectrum of Her X-1 by Trumper et al. that could be studied with P/OF. AM Herculis, a Iow-
(1977). The features are observed to be tirfie-variable, mass binary system made up of a dwarf M star and a
Cyclotron measurements establish the strength of the magnetic degenerate dwarf, has a hard component that
magnetic field in the magnetosphere and serve as a test may represent Comptonized photons produced by
for quantum-mechanical calculations of cross sections, shock-heated electrons. Flickering on short timescales
Their dependence on pulse phase may provide a new has been seen, and there is a strong iron fluorescence
way of studying radiative transfer in the magnetosphere, line. Since AM Her is a rather faint source (-- 2 _.Jy in
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hard X-rays), P/OF will see it much better than earlier of the various classes of AGNs in order to improve
high energy instruments, and the hard X-ray component models for source emission regions as well as to make
can be examined in detail. Hard X-ray components may comparisons with the diffuse background.
be present in brighter binaries, such as Cyg X-2 or Sco
X-1. Cyg X-2 is also interesting in another context, 5.5 Scientific Objectives II1:
namely the unique temperature-luminosity signature Resolution of Crowded Fields
reported by Branduardi et al. (1980). The luminosity
sometimes varies roughly as T4, but at other times the In some parts of the sky the field is sufficiently
luminosity reaches a maximum value and then becomes crowded that traditional detectors with fields of view of a
insensitive to temperature. The latter conditions may few square degrees become source-confused, some-
represent times of extremely high mass accretion rate, times at flux levels as high as 20 /_Jy. Even a single
according to the model proposed by Kylafis and Lamb bright source near a desired target can sometimes be a
(1979). Further study of the luminosity-temperature nuisance. Hard X-ray astronomy is then possible only to
relationship is needed in Cyg X-2 and other sources to a limited degree, e.g., for studying bursts or periodic pul-
confirm the model, sations. At low flux levels (below about 0.5 /_Jy) this
situation exists virtually everywhere in the sky, even for
5.4.4 Spectra and Variability of Active Galactic high-resolution collimators, because of the increase in
Nuclei the number of faint sources as the threshold is lowered.
P/OF's imaging capability and high resolution remove
Extended structures in active galactic nuclei were these difficulties and open up a number of important
discussed in 5.3.1. However, many components in AGNs avenues for new investigations.
have radio angular sizes on the order of a milli-arc sec,
and there is reason to think some X-ray compact corn- 5.5.1 The Galactic Center ("GCX")
ponents will be at least that small. These compact corn-
The region of our galactic center shown in Fig-
ponents must be studied on the basis of spectral and ure 5.5 contains six X-ray sources within a region of
temporal variations. It is known that spectral indices in only about one square degree (Skinner, 1979; Watson et
hard X-rays vary somewhat with the type of AGN.
Seyfert galaxies have spectral indices distributed over a .....
f i itnarrow range (the photon number index is typically ',.......... _.......... ; .......... ', .................... ;1.6). BL Lacertae objects sometimes show spectralbreaks in hard X-rays. ' ! ' ' ',, ,, ,, ,,
_28o4o,_........... , .......... ,.......... ,,.....................
Temporal variability is present in most of the i, _i,
objects on scales less than 1 year. There are also .......... ]--- --:oi-_'=,,...... _..........
extreme cases of rapid variability. PKS 2155-304isa o° :: ___ 'BL Lacert e object that has the shortest timescales of _
..........i ...... ................any member of its class, being variable by a factor of = -z9ooo' :-.-_ ._,_,-._
two in six hours (Snyder et al., 1980). At the distance _ i _ _ " _'_ ! i
.......... .... _ ........ _.......... :.indicated by its reported redshift, this object has an _ ',X-ray luminosity of 1046 erg s-_. NGC 6814 (Tennant et
al., 1981), a low-luminosity Seyfert galaxy, and the qua- :_ ',
sar 1525+ 227 (Matilsky et al., 1982) are two AGNs that -29°2o..................................." "
,
have been reported variable on timescales of ° i
100 seconds ..................................... "
17h45 m 0 44 rn 43 m 42 m 41 m 40 m
Further spectral and temporal measurements are R.A.(_950.0)
needed, especially in order to follow the evolution of the
spectrum during outbursts. In this way it should be pos-
Figure 5.5--Maximum entropy deconvolution of Einstein IPC (_ 0.9--
sible to distinguish, by watching what happens to spec- 4 keV) images of the galactic center. The contour levels are linearly
tral breaks as the burst evolves, whether outbursts spaced. The width of the image is _ 60 arc min, and is dominated by a
decay radiatively or by adiabatic expansion of the bright central region elongated along the galactic plane with total dimen-
sions AI x t_b _ 25' x 15'. This region contains a number of unresolved
source volume. It is also important to continue to estab- "point" sources (Watson et al. 1981). The strong source at the bottom is
lish the mean spectral index and its dispersion for each A1742-294.
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aL 1981). The interstellar absorption in this direction is distances than those currently known, and thereby help
severe, producing an X-ray cutoff at about 3 keV. The to determine the evolution of these populations. Every
crowded field makes temporal studies ambiguous time P/OF does an integration of duration 104 s it may
without the use of fine collimators or imaging. The spec- pick up a serendipitous source, and over the course of
tral cutoff reduces the effectiveness of focusing-optics time the total number of these will grow large.
imaging systems, since the X-ray reflectivity of the mir-
ror begins to fall .off for most telescope designs by about These source counts can then be used to estimate
4 keV. The sensitivity of P/OF is nearly three orders of contributions to the diffuse background in hard X-rays.
magnitude better than the current surveys above 4 keV It is known from the Einstein Observatory results that
and represents an important new capability for studying quasars must contribute a large fraction of the soft
the region, which may well contain a black hole. There background, but the possibility that a portion of it comes
are three known X-ray bursters in this vicinity, which from other sources such as a hot intergalactic medium
may be monitored simultaneously. There may be other cannot yet be excluded. If such a hot gas exists, then it
surprises. Proctor et aL (1978) observed three X-ray must constitute a large portion of the matter in the
bursts within six minutes from the GCX region, a number universe. Much improvement in the confidence placed
substantially larger than what would be anticipated on in the conclusions reached is gained by working with
the basis of bursts seen in other parts of the galaxy, sources at low flux levels, because these are the critical
Finally, the hard X-ray imaging will certainly help to ones that must make up much of the background.
identify the sources of _,-ray emission (Matteson, 1982), Otherwise it is necessary to make assumptions in extra-
including the 511 keV emission-line sources (Leventhal polating the way in which flux ratios vary with absolute
et al., 1978). luminosity or with cosmological epoch. Furthermore, the
hard X-ray diffuse background has its own particular
5.5.2 Nearby Galaxies: LMC, SMC, M31 feature of interest, a spectrum-steepening which occurs
somewhere in the vicinity of 50--100 keV. If thediffuse
In addition to the distant powerful AGN sources, background is dominated by the contributions of active
nearby galaxies such as M31, M33, and the Magellanic galactic nuclei, primarily quasars, then there need to be
clouds can be imaged and their sources monitored for quasars whose spectra break in this way. The best-
spectral and temporal variability. Eclipsing binaries and determined quasar spectrum, that of 3C273, does not
pulsating binaries can be discovered, increasing the show such a break, but it is hardly a typical case. Spec-
number available for determination of neutron star tra of a substantial sample of quasars would help
masses. So far, masses up to 1.4 Mo have been address this question.
discovered, but on theoretical grounds masses up to
3 Mo are allowed. X-ray burst sources will also be Ultimately, it would be possible to use P/OF to per-
detectable in these external galaxies. It will also be pos- form very long integrations sufficient to resolve the
sible to obtain a limited amount of spectral information diffuse background. (P/OF will not become confusion
on the brighter sources in the nearby galaxies. These limited in long integrations.) If the diffuse background is
may be the ones of greatest interest, especially if they entirely composed of discrete sources, then it can in
have luminosities near or exceeding the Eddington limit principle be resolved by long observations of a single
for neutron stars, since they would necessarily be candi- region of the sky. For example, a composite diffuse
dates for black holes. A source with luminosity 1040erg background could consist of -- 300 sources per square
s-1 could be seen at 5 Mpc. Several such -- 10 39- degree, with the faintest and most numerous sources
104°erg s-1 sources have been detected in nearby being at _ 10-9 Jy. From the sensitivity curve we see
galaxies with Einstein, and P/OF could measure their that this flux level could be reached in integrations of
spectra, about 106 seconds. In reality, integrations would prob-
ably have to be somewhat longer than this, but even so
5.5.3 Faint Sources and the Diffuse Background they would surely be justified if they would firmly settle
, the question of whether the hard X-ray background has
P/OF can be used in hard X-ray deep surveys to a diffuse component, a question that has remained
investigate source populations making up the hard X-ray controversial for more than a decade.
sky at faint flux levels. This will help establish luminos-
ity functions directly for those populations, and other Long integrations and deep surveys would serve
parameters such as the mean ratio of X-ray to optical other purposes, for example, monitoring of variable AGNs
luminosity for complete X-ray selected samples. It may over several days or searching for short-duraiion tran-
also turn up examples of sources at larger cosmological sients (10-105 s duration). Any transients found could
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be positioned accurately and identified. From current and A stars. These were unexpected, at least in terms of
understanding, it would be expected that many of these acoustic heating models, because these stars were not
would turn out to be stellar flares. A determination of the thought to have surface convection zones.
morphology of these faint stellar flares would be quite
informative. P/OF should contribute to the development of the
study of stellar coronae in many of the ways in which it
5.6 Scientific Objectives IV: will contribute to solar coronal physics. The energy
The Solar-Stellar Link band is the right one for detecting the nonthermal and
high-temperature components. It is ideal for measuring
P/OF is the first large facility that would be suit- the temperatures of coronae and monitoring for hard
able both for solar and cosmic X-ray observations. Thus X-ray stellar flares. It is even conceivable that the RS
it is especially fitting that it will encourage the develop- CVn systems will provide extended hard X-ray sources
ment of links between solar and cosmic X-ray that can be imaged. The Solid State Spectrometer on
astrophysics at the scientific level, by providing data Einstein has shown that the spectra of these systems
from which the extension of solar physics to analogous can usually be resolved into a low- and a high-
stellar physics can be undertaken, temperature component. The low temperature com-
ponent is associated with the optically active K star in
the binary system and disappears when that star isSingle stars and binaries made up of normal, non-
degenerate stars have been observed in X-rays, includ- eclipsed.. The high-temperature component is more
ing detections both of flares and of persistent emission, extended (not eclipsed), and the indications are that it
Stellar flares are bright enough to have been seen with occupies a volume comparable to the orbital separation
fairly small proportional counters. The main sources of of the system. In Capella, which represents the favor-
stellar flares are the RS CVn systems in close binaries in able case of wide separation in a nearby system, this
which optical light curves have for some time given a component will extend for -- 0.2 arc sec, if its size is on
suggestion of the presence of "starspots" covering much the order of the orbital major axis.
of the star (Eaton and Hall, 1979). These are the most
luminous nondegenerate stellar systems in X-rays, with The X-ray astronomy of stellar coronae has just
luminosities of 103°-1031 erg s-1. Outbursts in which begun to develop into a rich field with HEAO-1 and the
observed fluxes reach 50 UFU are known. In HEAO-1 Einstein Observatory. It promises to advance dramati-
observations it has been possible to track flaring activity cally when new facilities such as P/OF become avail-
through two successive flares from the same object, in able.
hard X-rays. Flare stars (prototype UV Ceti) have been
seen in X-rays (Heise et al. 1975) for several years. On 5.7 Cosmic X-ray Observational
one occasion it has been possible to monitor an event in Requirements
X-ray, optical, and radio wavelengths (Kahler et al.
1982). W Ursae Majoris stars are another type of con- The scientific program described in the earlier
tact binary in which fluxes have been measured above parts of this chapter can be achieved using the CAI and
1 keV by HEAO-1; X-ray luminosities are 103°--1031 erg FT X-ray imaging instruments in the Model Payload.
s-1, and intense UV lines have been seen with IUE. No Instrumental characteristics required for X-ray astron-
flares from these objects have yet been reported, omy applications do not differ greatly from those given in
section 2.6 for the solar observations.
Solar activity provides a good source of models for
many forms of stellar activity (e.g. Rosner, 1982). The One main reason why this is the case is that typi-
stellar data are useful in two ways. First, stellar coronal cal observations in both categories require detection of
events may extend the dynamic range known from solar roughly the same fluence per pixel, over very similar
events. The largest known energy releases of this kind energy ranges. A bright solar flare will provide on the
found in nature are provided by the stellar, not the solar order of 104 cts/(cm 2 sec) at 5 keV and 102 -
examples; X-ray flares as bright as 200 #Jy have been 103 cts/(cm 2 sec) at 20 keV. Solar scientific objectives
seen from dMe stars. Second, there are theoretical call for these fluxes to be used to produce images with
questions in solar physics that can be addressed by pixel sizes of -- 0.2 arc sec and time resolution of-- 5s.
examining stars over a wider range of spectral classes. This corresponds to a signal of 10-1 to 10-2 cts/(cm 2
For example, coronae have been seen with Einstein over pixel), if one considers that it is necessary to follow the
a wide range of spectral types, including early type O, B, evolution of the flare down to fluxes at least an order of
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magnitude below the peak value. For comparison, a generally cover the cosmic X-ray needs as well. The
0.03/_Jy source (at 5 keV) integrated for 104 s also possible differences to note are (i) the occasional need
gives a fluence per pixet of -- 10-1 cts/(cm 2 pixel). The for finer timing resolution, (ii) a far less stringent need to
steepness of solar spectra, the short integration time and protect against strong fluxes of soft X-rays and (iii) the
the large number of pixels in the solar flare image all desirability of reaching energies as low as 2 keV.
contribute to the coincidence in the two numbers.
Bearing in mind that the requirements overlap for
the most part, we discuss here a few of the differences
between the solar and astronomical needs.
a) Response to hard X-rays. For astronomical pur-
poses it is important for P/OF to cover the high-
energy range of AXAF, 5--10 keV. Good perfor-
mance near the Fe lines (7 keV) is important.
Measurement of hard spectral components in
AGNs, binary pulsars, and other sources requires
good response up to -- 100 keV.
b) Spatial Resolution. Because of the small angular
size of many of the sources, angular resolution
better than 1 arc sec is frequently needed.
c) High Sensitivity. Many of the observations
described concern faint sources. Just as with the
solar observations, there will be many important
astronomical goals requiring the full sensitivity of
the instrument.
d) High Time Resolution. For some X-ray astronomy
purposes (e.g., observation of fast pulsars) one
would like time resolution below 0.1 s; occasionally
it would be useful to have 1 ms timing resolution
(for example, in order to image the Crab Nebula by
selecting times when the Crab Pulsar is turned off).
e) Broad Spectral Range. Response to X-rays
below 5 keV will be important especially when
observing variability characteristics of bright
sources; response down to 2 keV would be
sufficient for the purposes described in this
chapter.
f) Broad Field of View. Surveys and imaging of
extended sources would frequently make use of a
1° field of view.
g) Long Observing Interval. Long int_ervals are
needed both for integration time on faint sources
and to study temporal variability in the brighter
sources.
In converting these requirements into design
approaches, the recommendations made in section 2.7
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